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A SHARED VISION FOR SOUTH ELEUTHERA 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Background
 
In 2009 a diverse group of concerned individuals representing local communities, 
local educators, environmental and heritage conservationists and second 
homeowners gathered to discuss a massive proposed development at Lighthouse 
Point by foreign investors. Adopting the name “Friends of Lighthouse Point” 
they shared a deep concern that if approved as currently planned, the proposed 
development would be destructive not only to Lighthouse Point, but in the long term 
would act to prevent the very economic stimulus that development is intended to 
achieve. Eleuthera’s long history of failed large scale developments has proven 
that such models cannot be sustained and are inevitably closed and abandoned.  
 
In response to these concerns, the Friends of Lighthouse Point engaged Michael 
Singer Studio to begin a planning process for exploring alternative models that 
focus on sustainable economic, environmental and social development. Over the 
course of their work, it became apparent that regional planning, based within and 
around the existing settlements, was a critical missing link to a vision for sustainable 
development within South Eleuthera. The following key concepts resulting from a 
regional planning approach are put forth in this report:

Strengthening the Communities 
Building upon the unique qualities inherent in each community. 

Connecting the Island 
Connecting the settlements and branding the Eleuthera experience 
through Island-wide heritage tourism. 

Planning the Future 
Planning and setting guidelines for future sustainable development. 
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Intent

The Friends of Lighthouse Point are hopeful that through an open discussion and 
collaborative planning process, feasible and sustainable initiatives for a healthy and 
prosperous South Eleuthera will emerge. 



Context and Location Focus

This report is focused on South Eleuthera as a natural off-shoot of more focused 
Lighthouse Point investigations, but should be considered relevant for Eleuthera 
as a whole. A number of concepts presented in the first section of this report are 
applicable to many settlements beyond South Eleuthera. The section on Island-wide 
interconnections is intended to demonstrate the possibility of the entire Island as 
a heritage and recreational tourism experience. Additionally, while the Lighthouse 
Point area is used as a case study in the second half of this report, many of the 
sustainable development guidelines could be utilized elsewhere on Eleuthera. All 
concepts and programs are intended to be realizable within a 5 to 7 year time frame 
and implementable at a local level.

Process 

Over the course of 2009 and early 2010, Michael Singer Studio engaged with 
community leaders and groups to hear ideas for a sustainable and prosperous 
South Eleuthera. In both formal and informal gatherings similar concepts were heard 
throughout the Island. The following are the main issues Eleutherans raised: 

 A need for entrepreneurial opportunities and long-term job creation ▪
 The importance of incorporating education and job training into all new initiatives ▪
 A return to the land for sustainable local farming and reduced imports ▪
 A shared desire for small-scale locally owned sustainable development rather than  ▪
exclusive, large foreign owned resorts

Many of the concepts in this report are developed from ideas put forth by the com-
munities, and several precedents presented are based on programs and sustain-
able practices already happening on the Island. Michael Singer Studio also visited 
a number of Island destinations to get a sense of the unique qualities found in each 
settlement and how they can form an Island-wide experience. 

Economic Development - Creating Local Value

Economic Development is integral to all of the concepts presented in this report. All 
concepts are related to stimulating local job opportunities whether by investing in 
cultural resources, creating healthier environments, reducing imported fuel and food, 
improving infrastructure, or creating sustainable small-scale developments.  All of the 
concepts in this report are founded on the basic principle of creating value locally. 
This reduces expenditures on imports and dependence on outside capital, and shifts 
investment towards the protection and creation of local resources. Additionally, while 
each of the concepts presented benefit communities, they also strengthen the ‘sense 
of place’ and allure for heritage tourists, a dual benefit unique to destinations such as 
Eleuthera. Lastly, it is hoped that the types of economic development presented in 
this document create new opportunities for native Eleutherans to return home from 
Nassau and places abroad to invest within their Island.
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Eleutherans have noted the decline of agricul-
ture as one of the most significant loses to their 
communities, and one of many ways to begin 
renewing South Eleuthera. 

Many Eleutherans emphasized the need to fo-
cus on education, in all aspects of preservation 
and responsible development.
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Key Recommendations

Strengthening the Communities 

Each community understands that strengthening and renewal begin with the 
recognition of what is unique, nurturing and compelling for the Bahamians who have 
lived in these communities for generations. Eleuthera is first and foremost a Family 
Island. Instead of trying to create an “exotic” tourist experience to bring success, 
strength comes from the qualities inherent and specific to each community.  Strength 
comes from the recognition of the value of the Bahamian culture. Each community 
must make continued effort to provide its young residents with an education that 
reinforces the special qualities and characteristics of their history and culture.
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Above, a community theater space shared by 
local artists and visiting guest performers - one 
of many concepts explored for Strengthening 
the Communities. 

Above, an Island-wide Heritage Trail should be 
developed to link shared cultural, environmental  
and recreational resources. 

A SHARED VISION FOR SOUTH ELEUTHERA 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Sustainable development models are explored  
for the Lighthouse Point Area in the second 
half of this report. These models could also be 
utilized elsewhere on Eleuthera. 

Connecting the Island 

Connecting the settlements and branding the Eleuthera experience through Island-
wide heritage tourism builds upon Strengthening the Communities. Eleuthera is 
rich with cultural and recreational destinations from Preacher’s Cave in the north 
to Lighthouse Point in the south. In between are many unique, beautifully sited 
and culturally distinct communities that are connected via a single road, Queens 
Highway. To realize the potential of an Island Heritage Trail it is first important to 
identify the specific resources within each community and then to delve deeper into 
the mapping of these resources and identification of specific artifacts, folklore, oral 
histories and places.

Planning the Future 

In order to attain any meaningful economic advancement, the communities of 
Eleuthera must carefully consider the appropriate scale and the environmental, social, 
and economic sustainability of any proposed development. By coming together, the 
communities can establish expectations for what development on Eleuthera should 
be, rather than accepting what is imposed upon them. Given the many past failed 
resorts it is time for new models of small-scale sustainable development to be put 
forth – setting the guidelines for what Eleuthera is to become.  

In order to attain any meaningful economic advancement, 
the communities of Eleuthera must carefully consider the 
appropriate scale and the environmental, social, and economic 
sustainability of any proposed development.
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Lighthouse Point – A Case for Sustainable Development

The second half of this report focuses on Lighthouse Point and the southernmost tip of 
the Island.  Lighthouse Point is a rare place where the most significant natural and historic 
features of a region have all converged. Planning guidelines and three distinct sustainable 
development models are explored with the goal of providing the continued opportunity for 
present and future generations to experience the many layers of history, ecosystems and 
natural beauty within this single extraordinary place. 

Recognizing the Value of Place

The Lighthouse Point area is notable for its cohesive natural environment, long vistas, 
several unique historic places and ruins, and extensive extraordinary beaches. Both the 
number and diversity of ecosystems and the relative remoteness of the area contribute to 
the overall intrinsic environmental value of Lighthouse Point as a whole. Another critical 
environmental resource is Big Pond, which is a largely undisturbed rare hypersaline 
lake, researched by international groups for scientific purposes. Millars Plantation (with 
artifacts that date back as early as the 1780’s), the ruins of old Bannerman Town, the 
historic lighthouse and traces of a Lucayan presence at Lighthouse Point all represent the 
cultural and historical diversity of the site. Even today tourists and Eleutherans from all 
over the Island come to Lighthouse Point and speak of it as a sacred place, visited freely 
by generations of Bahamians. The presence and layering of environmental, cultural and 
historical resources speaks to the importance of recognizing the value of Lighthouse Point 
and the need to both preserve its sense of place while exploring strategies for tapping its 
economic potential. Thoughtful consideration must be given for the siting and scale of any 
future development, to ensure the integrity of place and an outcome that will be for the 
benefit of the people. Retaining access for locals and tourists to this extraordinary national 
treasure should be a priority in any plan for the future of the site.

Appropriate and Sustainable Development

Using an initial set of planning guidelines, the second half of this report analyzes the Lighthouse Point Area and makes recommendations 
for specific site selections and development models. The following criteria are the primary basis of the site recommendations and 
development models:   

Buffers and Setbacks ▪ : Respecting and protecting the scenic, cultural, historical and environmental value of the coasts, wetlands, 
historic ruins and structures, and water bodies by distancing development and reducing its associated impacts. Critically, this consideration 
relates to the protection of adjacent marine ecosystems and their ability to support local fishing areas.

Reduce Impact ▪ : Utilizing existing impacted land, siting development in areas with existing infrastructure and/or nearby infrastructural 
connections and using low impact sustainable development strategies (i.e. building within the landscape rather than clearing land).

Scale ▪ : Considering the appropriate development scale based on the acceptable level of impact, and critically, the ability for a 
development to create long-term local value and sustainable job opportunities for communities and individuals within South Eleuthera.

Environmental Design Guidelines ▪ : Establishing guidelines for water, energy, waste, transportation, materials and building types to 
promote sustainable development practices. 

Economic Development ▪ : Exploring the economic potential of each development model in terms of local business development, job 
creation and sustainable local investment opportunities. 

Above, some of the ruins of Millars Plantation 
are in remarkably good condition compared 
to other similar sites within the Caribbean. 
Research and field studies would need to be 
conducted to uncover more about the history 
of the site.   

Above, Lighthouse Point Beach and limestone 
cliffs, said to be the most beautiful beach in 
Eleuthera. 

The presence and layering of environmental, cultural and 
historical resources speaks to the importance of recognizing 
the value of Lighthouse Point and the need to both preserve 
its sense of place while exploring strategies for tapping its 
economic potential.
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Sustainable Development Models 

Three development models were created for distinct locations within the Lighthouse 
Point Area to study the range of alternative development strategies: 

 Compact Waterfront Development Model 

This model emphasizes compact development to limit land clearing and suggests 
a number of environmental systems and sustainable design strategies. The site is 
adjacent to a desirable diving area and has existing infrastructure in place. The 
development model has modern accommodations similar to most new small scale 
hotels, and is proposed as a mainstream waterfront lodging experience. The model 
utilizes a ‘condo hotel’ ownership system in order to maximize potential local 
investment and ownership.

 Low Impact Development Model 

The goal of this model is to minimize environmental impact while creating small 
business enterprise opportunities within a remote context. Furnished private 
accommodations have nearby beach access and expansive views of the Lighthouse 
Point Area from an elevation over 50ft above sea level. These accommodations 
will appeal to visitors seeking an experience that provides close contact with the 
surrounding natural environment. 

 Preservation Model 

Lighthouse Point as a destination can support nearby future development, but 
can only do so if its essence as a place remains whole. This model establishes 
a preserve, with no land development within the immediate vicinity of Lighthouse 
Point. The model however, does not preclude the two previous development 
models which may exist within or outside of the preserve management area. All 
economic development within and around the preserve should be based upon a 
‘leave no trace’ policy both for the sake of the environment and those visiting next. 
This is accomplished by securing the land, implementing a range of preservation 
and regeneration programs, and establishing boundaries, entry points, designated 
pathways, waste infrastructure and visitor way stations.

It should be noted that the three development models are not mutually exclusive; 
all three could be implemented and can benefit from one another through shared 
resources and collaboration.

Above, Chumbe Island Coral Park near 
Zanzibar, Tanzania is one of many example 
sustainable developments presented in this 
report. The park is a self-sustaining model 
for preservation, economic development, and 
educational and training programs.  

Top, Bay of Fires Lodge in Tasmania, Australia 
and Hapuku Lodge Tree Houses in Kaikoura, 
New Zealand (above) -- two examples of sus-
tainable development presented in the second 
half of this report. 

A SHARED VISION FOR SOUTH ELEUTHERA 
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Sustainable Development Model Locations 

Above, Sustainable Development Model loca-
tions selected for study in the second half of this 
report. The A, B, and C locations correspond to 
the descriptions on the prior page. The criteria 
for establishing these areas is explained on 
pages 48-51. Model A is explained beginning on 
page 53, model B on page 58, and model C on 
page 64.    

This report is a living document that will continue to evolve 
based on feedback from the community. It should be 
considered as a starting point for discussion, shared planning 
and the development of community based initiatives.
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THE BAHAMAS

SOUTH ELEUTHERA

Map based on a diagrammatic map courtesy of the Ministry of Tourism, The Bahamas

Map based on the 2005 EDAW Master Plan Island Map 
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About This Report

This document is presented in two sections: Renewing South Eleuthera and 
Lighthouse Point – A Case for Sustainable Development. The first section, Renewing 
South Eleuthera, focuses on planning opportunities that protect and build-upon the 
unique character and sense of place within each community. The intent is to establish 
tangible concepts to enhance the quality of life of local Eleutherans while creating 
economic opportunities, protecting the environment, and preserving the character of 
the settlements, the culture and history of place, and the value of land both for the 
people of Eleuthera and to attract heritage tourists. The second section, Lighthouse 
Point – A Case for Sustainable Development, focuses on sustainable development 
opportunities and guidelines for the southernmost area of Eleuthera, a place rich 
with environmental and cultural resources.  

All quotes in this document are from Eleutherans unless otherwise noted. 

This report is digitally interactive for all links. If you are viewing 
a digital copy of the document, and have an internet connection, 
you may click on any web link directly and it will take you to the 
associated web page. 

Recent Planning

The Eleuthera Master Plan from April 2005 by EDAW is the most current, and 
most significant planning effort for the Island of Eleuthera and serves as a good 
starting point for continued planning efforts. While the report remains as a draft 
document, many of its key findings and principles remain relevant and worthy of 
further development. A Shared Vision for South Eleuthera, this planning document 
by Michael Singer Studio, is intended to build upon many of the general concepts 
outlined in the Eleuthera Master Plan document. A Shared Vision for South Eleuthera 
may not address every issue and opportunity for Eleuthera, but rather is intended 
to focus on specific concepts for South Eleuthera, Island-wide heritage tourism and 
communities near Lighthouse Point. Readers of this report are encouraged to read 
the Eleuthera Master Plan document for more information about Eleuthera as a 
whole.

The Eleuthera Master Plan from April 2005 
by EDAW is a good planning resource for the 
entire Island.About the Case Studies

This document uses a number of precedents and case studies from Eleuthera, other 
islands in The Bahamas and from various places around the world. The Eleuthera 
precedents are contemporary projects that show the local strength, innovation, 
motivation and support that is already acting to create positive change within South 
Eleuthera. Many of these local precedents are documented in the following section. 
International precedents should be understood as examples selected for their topical 
relevance, innovation, and successful track record- not as specific recommendations 
for Eleuthera. For instance, the sustainable development building types shown from 
Australia or Zanzibar are not necessarily recommended for Eleuthera, but their 
environmental considerations, scale and programs are very useful development 
model precedents. Every precedent is specific to its place and context, but there is 
much to learn from the projects and programs that have proven accomplishments 
around the world. When possible, links have been provided to allow the reader to 
access additional information about these precedents. 

The first section of this report, Renewing South 
Eleuthera, emphasizes the unique qualities of 
the Island’s people and places.  



RENEWING SOUTH ELEUTHERA
 

The communities of South Eleuthera all take pride in their unique places and culture.  
They speak of the difficulties they face economically and socially as Eleuthera’s 
resort tourism declines. There is also the recognition that past resort and second 
home developments have not brought the expected rewards of renewal and 
economic strength.  In fact many of these developments have failed and are viewed 
as destructive to the environmental qualities of the Island. 

Eleuthera has the cultural and environmental resources to become one of the most 
desirable places in the world to visit.  South Eleuthera will flourish by the continued 
strengthening, within each community, of educational experiences for its youth, 
demonstrating communal pride that supports the maintenance of all property, 
and encouraging cooperative interactions that help promote small business 
entrepreneurship. In turn these vibrant communities will offer a unique and authentic 
Eleutheran experience for Bahamians and foreign tourists, and will help to foster 
sustainable tourism development.

“To promote Eleuthera as a whole we need to work with the 
identity of each place. . . extract the value in each community 
and build on that sense of community.”
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Many Eleutherans emphasized the need to fo-
cus on education, in all aspects of preservation 
and responsible development.

Eleutherans have noted the decline of agri-
culture as a significant loss to their communi-
ties, and one of many ways to begin renewing 
South Eleuthera. 

Eleutherans expressed a strong desire for part-
nerships and collaboration, between and within 
communities. 

The five sections of Renewing South Eleuthera are:

Creative and Cultural Economy ▪

Renewing the Land  ▪

Environmental Infrastructure ▪
 

Economic Development  ▪

Island-wide Interconnections  ▪
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The Renewal of South Eleuthera Today 

South Eleuthera is blessed to have a number of motivated and forward-thinking 
leaders, groups, and individuals that have already taken significant steps in renewing 
communities and the region as a whole. The recent projects (shown below and right) 
are just a few of the many community based initiatives that the people of Eleuthera 
can be proud of and point to as examples of working together to build a stronger 
future. When reading this report one should keep these projects in mind- as they are 
proof that when Eleutherans are united behind an idea they can create and sustain 
any endeavor. Many of the concepts put forth in this report will require a similar 
level of dedication and community resources to make planning into a reality; but the 
renewal of South Eleuthera has already begun.    

The Island School and the Cape Eleuthera 
Institute have implemented a range of 
sustainable development practices and are a 
model for future development on Eleuthera. 

The South Eleuthera Farmers’ Market is a 
precedent for community based sustainability 
initiatives. 

Local Precedents for Sustainable Development 

Eleuthera is also fortunate to have several local sustainable development models 
that are unique within The Bahamas, and perhaps the world in terms of sensitive 
island development. The Island School and the Cape Eleuthera Institute, both 
in Cape Eleuthera, have proven models for green building, renewable energy, 
biofuels, local food production and water management practices. Their educational 
and outreach programs extend to nearby communities providing resources within 
the region through innovation and interaction. Small scale developments such 
as Pineapple Fields in Governor’s Harbour, Island Farm in Palmetto Point, and 
the Farmers’ Market in Tarpum Bay are exemplary local businesses that foster 
sustainable economic growth. These projects demonstrate the economic, social, 
and environmental viability of the sustainable development concepts put forth in this 
document.

Island Farm demonstrates the viability of 
small scale agriculture on Eleuthera. 

Pineapple Fields is a model for small scale 
phased condo-hotel developments.

Deep Creek Middle School serves 
40 students from 6 settlements in 
South Eleuthera with an emphasis on 
environmental stewardship. 

The Millars community has 
organized to establish their 
generational land. 

South Eleuthera Emergency Part-
ners is providing fire fighting,  medi-
cal services and finishing their Tar-
pum Bay operations center.  

The Rock Sound Mission is an ac-
tive community center, library, com-
puter center and museum serving 
South Eleuthera. 

College students from an Island 
Journeys program work with the 
Millars community to restore their 
community center.  
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THE CREATIVE AND CULTURAL ECONOMY

There is an abundance of impressive ‘cultural wealth’ on Eleuthera, as demonstrated 
by specific and uniquely inspiring settings, buildings, festivals, folklore and local talent 
in the arts (visual, music, performance, writing, food, and crafts). These cultural 
resources are key to enhancing a ‘creative economy’ that can preserve the Island’s 
cultural wealth within each community and be a catalyst for the future. Recognizing 
the value of each community’s cultural wealth and developing outreach to promote 
and nurture creative endeavors will contribute to cultural tourism regionally and 
locally. The following are examples of specific program ideas to encourage a robust 
creative economy, contribute to the cultural wealth of local communities and have 
positive impacts on social, economic or environmental resources.

“Depending on the source and the destination, between 
35% and 70% of international travelers are now considered 
cultural tourists...”

“places characterized by strong vernacular culture all had a 
public market, an arts-and-culture venue, or an area of ethnic 
significance or heritage site that helped to stabilize the area 
and attract people and businesses.” 

Quotes from: “Vernacular Culture and Urban Economic Development: Thinking 
Outside the (Big) Box” by James H Carr and Lisa J Servon, Journal of the 
American Planning Association, Chicago: Winter 2009, Vol. 75, Iss. 1, pg. 28

RENEWING SOUTH ELEUTHERA

Artists in Residency Programs

Each community’s cultural wealth provides valuable resources that can be shared 
with visitors to Eleuthera. Residency programs for the arts, (defined here as visual, 
music, performance, writing and crafts) can be implemented at several scales. 
Developing partnerships with interested colleges or private cultural foundations in 
both the US and internationally can provide the funding for setting up both resident 
and studio spaces, perhaps located in existing vacant historic buildings. The benefits 
of a residency program include the promotion of Eleuthera and its local cultures as 
a destination for creative endeavors, an exchange of techniques and ideas between 
artists, and cultural/heritage tourism. The ongoing economic benefits are numerous 
as these visitors interact within each community year round. Young people in the 
community are exposed to, and in return, can participate in the positive influences 
and opportunities of creativity and participation in the creative economy.

Weaving is one of many local arts and crafts 
that has special characteristics unique to 
Eleuthera. 

This t-shirt print shop in Gregory Town is an 
example of the hidden creative community 
within the settlements of Eleuthera. 

The Brent Malone Artist in Residence program   
was established with the National Art Gallery of 
The Bahamas to foster young Bahamian Artists 
by providing studio space, travel budgets and 
supporting the creation of a body of work. 
Smaller programs, based within communities 
in South Eleuthera, could be similar in mission   
but with greater local engagement. (Painting 
shown above by Brent Malone.)    
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Examples of Cultural Wealth Include:

Saving and Displaying Junkanoo Costumes: Identifying Junkanoo costumes 
as works of art is an important project in preserving cultural wealth that displays 
the creative talents of each community. These cultural artifacts have interpretive 
significance and preserve the collective memories of a community as well as inspire 
new costumes.

Culinary Arts: Each community has food specialties and cooks who are noted for 
their talents. Food preparation that is special to a community is a cultural resource.  A 
one week Culinary Arts Festival featuring local, Bahamian and internationally known 
chef-artists could be centered in an area of the Island. A theme of cross-cultural 
culinary exchanges can be promoted as an annual event bringing international 
participants and audiences.

Promoting Local Crafts: In each community there are men and women who are 
practicing a craft that is special to them and to the local people. Sometimes these 
craftspeople have a wider audience and there are also those who may be appreciated 
more locally, while others may not be aware of the special attraction of their work.  
Identifying the talents in each community is a first step, helping to enhance these 
talents and further develop the work of a craftsperson is also important. Local 
craftspeople can share their use of island material to create mats, baskets, hats, etc., 
and exchange techniques with visiting artists. The Artists in Residence program can 
serve as an outlet and encouragement to celebrating local crafts through specific 
workshops, craft shows and festivals. The residency program can also provide the 
studio facilities and equipment for local artisans to do their work alongside visiting 
students, teaching as well as learning new techniques, and providing classes for both 
visitors and local residents to enjoy.

Artists in Residency Programs

Music and composition  ▪
Fine arts including painting, photography and sculpture ▪
Local crafts, boat building and weaving  ▪
Culinary arts ▪
Writing workshops, folklore, storytelling and oral history  ▪
Dance and Junkanoo ▪

Caribbean / Regional Island 
Culinary Festivals 

Taste T&T – Trinidad ▪
Food and Rum Festival, the   ▪

 Dennery Fish Festival and Anse La  
 Raye Fish Festival – St Lucia

Oistins Fish Festival – Barbados ▪
Spice Festival and Breadfruit   ▪

 Festival – Jamaica
Culinary Arts Festival – Bermuda ▪
Maricao Coffee Festival – Puerto   ▪

 Rico

A photography artist-in-residence program 
can   document some of the unique qualities 
of Eleuthera and share them abroad. Cultural 
exchanges inevitably promote high value 
heritage based tourism.  

Beautiful hand crafted Junkanoo costumes 
are often discarded each year. Given the 
unique nature of the main pieces, they may 
be preserved as wall hangings similar to the 
one shown above at Four Points Restaurant in 
Rock Sound.   

The Nassau Straw Market, in operation since the 
1940’s is a well known example of a crafts market in 
The Bahamas. The potential for smaller Family Island 
markets is to benefit from selling local crafts and 
products that are unique to the people, artists and local 
traditions of the area.  
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RENEWING SOUTH ELEUTHERA
THE CREATIVE AND CULTURAL ECONOMY

Santa Fe Creative Tourism, New Mexico

www.santafecreativetourism.org 
 
Santa Fe Creative Tourism is a network of artists and venues that promote workshops, 
classes and experiences taught by local community members. The network includes 
over 90 ‘experiences’ with a range including heritage tours, fine arts workshops, and 
dancing lessons. 

Weaving, glass, ceramics, jewelry, painting, sculpture, photography- tours,    ▪
 workshops and classes

Cultural and heritage tours  ▪
Literary tours and writing workshops  ▪
Culinary tours, agricultural tourism, food tasting and workshops ▪
Hiking, adventure, sightseeing, science tours and birding ▪
Spiritual and meditation workshops  ▪
Ongoing calendar of events updated daily  ▪

CASE STUDIES :   Creative Communities

Granville Island, Vancouver, BC, Canada

www.granvilleisland.com/discover-island
www.granvilleislandartists.com/

Granville Island is a peninsula and creative arts district in Vancouver, British Columbia, 
Canada. Granville Island was once an industrial manufacturing area, but is now a 
major tourist destination, providing amenities such as a public market, the Emily 
Carr University of Art and Design (named in honor of the artist), Arts Umbrella, False 
Creek Community Centre, various theatres including the Arts Club Theatre Company 
and Carousel Theatre, and variety of shopping areas. A network of artists and art 
groups has also formed on the Island and work collectively to promote collaboration 
and tourism. The interactive artists guide showcases 49 independent artists and 
craftspeople and 5 institutions and galleries. The public market is similarly organized 
so that visitors can meet a range of culinary specialists and day vendors. 

49 independent artists and craftspeople, and 5 institutions and galleries ▪
Multiple theater groups, organizations and spaces ▪
Large public market with culinary experts, demonstrations, and day vendors ▪
Interactive maps, websites, and branding  ▪

Creative City Network of Canada

www.creativecity.ca/

This network of municipalities in Canada has created a nation-wide resource for 
mapping and developing creative and cultural places within cities. Their website 
has a number of comprehensive resources for groups looking to develop creative 
communities and the process involved.  

“Cultural tourism and its economic 
development impact must be kept in 
balance with a community preserving 
the best of what it is while promoting 
the most of what it can become. Bigger 
is not always better. Begin slowly and 
help citizens develop ownership. 
People in rural and small communities 
need evidence that something works. 
Once they see it works, they will make 
sure it continues.”

Creative City News
Creative City Network of Canada

“Creative tourism is meant to provide 
visitors with an up-close, hands-
on, real experience, grounded in a 
community’s people and culture. What 
gives these activities the greatest 
value is their genuine nature.”

Santa Fe Creative Tourism

An online interactive map of Granville Artists.

Tourists are encouraged to visit artist studios. 



Boat Building / Sailing Workshop

In Governor’s Harbour and Harbour Island  there are impressive sailing clubs for local 
children and young adults that are sponsored by the community. South Eleuthera 
could create a similar program that also incorporates local boat building craftsmanship 
and training. Both Wemyss Bight and Tarpum Bay have been noted as settlements 
with boat building and sailing traditions, and other South Eleutheran communities 
may be interested as well. A competition between the settlements, as a mirror to the 
North Eleuthera Sailing Regatta, may also be a possibility and generate more interest 
among the communities. 

Teaching children to sail helps them to become comfortable with the water and 
swimming. Sailing also enhances attention to natural conditions, the wind and 
weather as well as water quality and habitat. Sailing reinforces an appreciation and 
stewardship for the natural environment in children. This program may also relate 
to existing programs such as Swim to Empower, which operates in Deep Creek, 
Wemyss Bight, Green Castle, Tarpum Bay and Gregory Town. Swim to Empower 
has taught over 200 children and adults to swim and has trained 7 teacher aides to 
co-teach and share their knowledge with their peers.

Using the carpentry and boat building abilities of adults, a community fundraising effort 
could support the building of 10 small sail boats engaging local children in a building 
workshop that could be located in a school or other community building. Once these 
boats are built, a sailing program for local children can begin with volunteer assistance 
from the community. This program may also assist in the founding of a permanent 
boat building workshop run by locals that offers apprenticeships, workshops, and 
student training for Bahamians and tourists.  
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CASE STUDY :   Boat Building / Sailing Workshop

The Apprenticeshop, Rockland, Maine

www.atlanticchallenge.com

One of the oldest boat building schools in the United States, established in 1972, the 
Apprenticeshop offers a unique combination of educational activities and services 
all related to boat building and sailing. The school is a non-profit organization with 
full-time instructors and over 50 volunteers. The school offers a 2 year apprentice 
program, 12 week internships, 1-2 week courses and school tours for boat building. 
The school offers both youth and adult sailing programs, and sponsors community 
sailing events. The shop can be commissioned for custom boats or repair/restoration 
of older vessels. The shop also offers waterfront services such as mooring and 
storage as a part of its waterfront operations. 

The Governor’s Harbour Sailing Club has junior 
members ranging in age from 8 to 16 years old 
and trains on 16 small vessels. The club is 
affiliated with the Bahamas Sailing Association 
in Nassau. The club training sessions are free 
for junior members, though donations are 
appreciated. Similar youth sailing programs 
could be expanded to other South Eleuthera 
communities, possibly combined with boat 
building internships.   

Boat building programs carry on a tradition 
that is often lost within maritime communities. 
Youth programs for locals and summer 
workshops can teach valuable critical thinking 
and craftsmanship skills.    
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Re-use of Old Buildings, Structures, Ruins

Each community has historic structures that are currently at different levels of decay.  
There are a few impressive restorations and renovations of historic buildings on the 
Island. The Mission in Rock Sound and Haynes Library in Governor’s Harbour are 
two well known beautifully restored buildings. These were costly projects that have 
been supported by local efforts and grants. There are also numerous small and large 
structures that are located on seemingly neglected lots within each community that 
can also be considered a resource, and contribute to the cultural wealth of the area. 
An inventory of these built resources is important to complete. Evaluating the ability 
to attach or incorporate new built spaces to these ‘ruins’ can result in an opportunity 
to provide unique spaces that respect the past and revitalize the community.  These 
sites also provide an ideal location for residency programs, studios, offices and 
homes while saving these remarkable structures. Transforming these ‘ruins’ can 
enhance the special qualities and identity of each community.

RENEWING SOUTH ELEUTHERA
THE CREATIVE AND CULTURAL ECONOMY

CASE STUDY :  Re-use of Ruins

House of Ruins, Latvia

www.archdaily.com/14450/house-of-ruins-drupas-nrja/ 

The House of Ruins is located in Latvia on the coast of the Baltic Sea by 
NRJA (Uldis Luksevics, Martins Osans). It is a new family house built inside 
the19th century ruins of a traditional Latvian barn. Organized in one level, 
it also contains a small courtyard and a spacious roof terrace for watching 
the sea and surrounding meadows. The project recently won the 2009 Arch 
Daily Building of the Year Award for Houses as well as several other awards. 
(Images of this project are shown below and below left.)

Ideal locations for studio and residency programs already 
exist in each community.

Beautiful ruins and under utilized buildings 
can be found in most settlements in South 
Eleuthera, including this old church / school in 
Green Castle. 

Above, a project by Naumann Architektur of Stuttgart, 
Germany offers a playful approach to historic preser-
vation. The architects cleared rubble and stabilized the 
original structure and then inserted a custom fabricated 
interior structure. They were able to minimize the costs 
associated of fastening new construction elements to the 
old structure and created an interesting relationship be-
tween old and new. 



Community Theater Space

Creating a small 300 seat ‘black box’ theater with studio and rehearsal spaces 
can be a draw for performing artists and companies nationally and internationally. 
Performing arts groups are always on the lookout for remote and private spaces to 
‘workshop’ their ideas and productions. They also want to be in an inspiring, beautiful 
and comfortable place to take up residency for a few weeks in order to be able to fully 
concentrate on their creative ideas and to test their work before small audiences. A 
workshop and small performance space can contribute to all aspects of the Artists 
in Residence program noted in this report, bringing in creative people who have an 
appreciation for the Island, attracting tourism and visitors to see the workshops and 
production process, and especially exposing the local community to opportunities for 
participation in the creative arts and performance. 
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CASE STUDY :  Community Theater Space

Jacob’s Pillow, Becket,  Massachusetts 

www.jacobspillow.org

Jacob’s Pillow is a National Historic Landmark located in the town of Becket, 
Massachusetts, in the Berkshires. The organization encompasses an internationally 
acclaimed summer dance festival (the first and longest-running in the United States), 
a professional school, extensive archives, an internship program, and year-round 
community programs. The setting is rural and the building types are mostly large barn-
like structures. The Pillow presents international dance in many forms, styles, and 
traditions, with approximately 200 free events each season, including performances, 
lectures, tours, films, exhibits and talks with artists from all over the world, resulting in 
approximately 80,000 visitors annually.

A community resource that welcomes international dance 
and theater groups provides cultural and economic 
opportunities. Eleuthera could be a winter venue for many 
performing arts groups to train and perform. 

An old quarry at the Leon Levy Botanical 
Garden (in development with the Bahamas 
National Trust) in Governor’s Harbour is 
being considered as a possible outdoor event 
space. Creating a series of indoor and outdoor 
venues and studio spaces may attract a variety 
of performing arts groups for workshops and 
festivals. 

The performance and studio spaces at Jacob’s Pillow are rustic and 
simple. The variety of spaces encourage first hand experiences with 
the dancers and performers. 



“We need to go back to our culture to be sustainable, to teach 
how to grow our own food using modern methods. . . to teach 
our children about our heritage to keep our Island alive.”

“We could be growing [on Eleuthera], we could be shipping 
this stuff out. . . I dare you to find a pineapple, this is the home 
of the pineapple.”

“[we need] small developments that grow organically. . . 
We need creative education, conservation in education. 
. . vegetables can be grown in school. All of the schools 
should have environmental education and training for 
entrepreneurs.”  

RENEWING THE LAND 

Many Eleutherans have expressed a strong desire to ‘return to the land’ to grow 
fruits and vegetables for domestic consumption and export.  Eleuthera has pockets 
of rich soil throughout the Island that can be enhanced and sustained by building up 
the soil with organic waste. Historically known as the ‘Breadbasket of The Bahamas’, 
Eleuthera used to have a thriving agricultural economy. The main agricultural staples 
of the Island included peas, beans, sweet potatoes, yams, sugar cane, melons, 
citrus, tomatoes, onions, cassava, bananas, and, of course, pineapples. While 
any new agricultural development would likely be small scale sustainable farms 
and gardens there is a strong potential to grow healthy food within and around the 
settlements. Locally grown food would also be supported by many of the hotels and 
restaurants, and will create job opportunities while simultaneously reducing the need 
for costly imports. 

Community Based Nursery Programs

In each community there are vacant lots that are often overgrown and uncared for. 
Many of these lots are located directly next to homes, detracting from the beauty of 
the area. Recognizing these overgrown lots as a valuable resource can encourage 
a nursery program for propagating and growing native ground covers, shrubs, 
ornamental plants, and trees. This will not only improve the look of the lot, but also 
provide plants for the community. The propagation and care of the nursery lots 
can raise awareness of community landscaping, native species, and become an 
extension of the public school science and arts programs.
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Local sustainable agriculture and gardening 
programs can foster stronger community values 
and provide skills to children and young adults.  

Small farms such as the one above in the 
Hatchet Bay area still thrive. The area’s rich 
soil  previously supported a range of agricultural 
activities.  

Pineapple Fields in Governor’s Harbour has 
its own shade nursery created from cuttings 
of existing plants. The locally grown plants are 
more tolerant to salt and drought compared to 
those imported from elsewhere. 

Awesome Blossoms in Savannah Sound is a 3 
acre nursery owned by local entrepreneurs. 



Community Based Agriculture Programs

Local produce is difficult to find on the Island resulting in a costly reliance on imported 
goods that are often of questionable quality. There are unused public properties that 
are conveniently located within neighborhoods and commonage land. Recognizing 
this public land as a local resource that can produce food for the community raises the 
opportunity to begin agriculture programs that benefit the food supply, local economy, 
social interactions, pride, and beauty of the place.  Examples of private small scale 
sustainable farms already exist in Eleuthera, most notably  Island Farm in Palmetto 
Point. Raised bed and hydroponic growing techniques can assist in producing crops 
throughout the year.
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CASE STUDIES :  Community Agriculture and Nurseries

The Food Project, Eastern Massachusetts 

www.thefoodproject.org

Since 1991, The Food Project has built a national model of engaging young people 
in personal and social change through sustainable agriculture. The program farms 
over 37 acres in eastern Massachusetts, in suburban and urban locations, including 
small urban lots. The program focuses on youth programs and creating community 
leaders through summer youth programs, academic year programs, and internships. 
The food from the farms is distributed through Community Supported Agriculture 
programs, Farmers’ Markets, and to hunger relief organizations. The young people 
working in the programs participate in all of these distribution streams, giving them 
valuable job experiences and a personal connection to the food system and issues 
of food justice. In addition to producing and distributing food, The Food Project helps 
others grow their own food through community training programs and workshops. 
The Food Project is a founding sponsor of the Real Food Challenge, a campaign 
organizing students to increase the amount of healthy and nutritious food at their 
schools.

Community Tree Nursery, Burlington, Vermont

www.branchoutburlington.org 

The Burlington Community Tree Nursery was established in May 2001 to provide a 
sustained source of low-cost trees to plant along Burlington streets by Branch Out 
Burlington.  A group of volunteers gathers in early May each year, to plant saplings 
that will be transplanted to the streets of Burlington in 2-3 years. Usually 90-120 trees 
are planted from the nursery each year. Trees grown by the community save the City 
money compared to commercially grown trees, which cost 2 to 3 times as much. 
Trees grown locally are also better suited to local environmental conditions and 
therefore are more healthy when transplanted. In Eleuthera certain native drought 
tolerant trees may be grown with little maintenance and may be transplanted for 
beautification projects. Students may also be involved in the care and planting of 
trees as a part of school programs.

Self reliance and opportunities for job creation can grow 
from local resources that are currently overlooked.

Produce from the South Eleuthera Farmer’s 
Market started in 2009. At the opening, the  
new Market had 12 local businesses and over 
150 visitors.  

The New Providence Community Church 
Farmer’s Market sells produce and locally 
made goods from the Family Islands. 
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Composting Program

Communities within Eleuthera have a strong incentive to implement a composting 
initiative to reduce waste and fertilize kitchen gardens, community gardens and 
small farms. Under-utilized land within each settlement may be designated as 
drop-off centers for residents, businesses, or waste collection providers to deliver 
landscape debris and organic waste. These drop-off centers can compost and turn 
organic waste into rich fertilizer that may be purchased by farmers and growers 
on-site at low cost. The operations budget for composting may be covered by a 
combination of sales and an incentive from the local government for the reduced 
volume of waste going to the landfills. Additional economic benefit is derived by 
creating one local part-time job (to maintain the drop-off center) and reducing the 
need to import fertilizers. If larger areas of land are available for composting the site 
may also be utilized for a recycling and sorting area, a topsoil mixing area, used oil 
drop-off, hazardous waste drop-off (sealed for proper disposal), and meat/bone/fat 
drop-off to be utilized for pig feed.

CASE STUDY :  Composting and Recycling Locally

Island School, Cape Eleuthera Institute and Deep Creek Middle School
Recycling and Composting Programs

www.islandschool.org, www.ceibahamas.org, www.dcmsbahamas.org

The Island School, the Cape Eleuthera Institute and the Deep Creek Middle School 
have developed both recycling and composting programs to reuse, reduce and 
recycle waste streams within their communities. The Island School composts its 
organic waste through turned heaps and vermiculture. The compost is then utilized 
for adjacent agricultural production including vegetable gardens and a fruit tree 
orchard. Non compostable organic waste is fed to pigs on site. Cans are recycled 
through the ‘cans for kids’ program; Deep Creek Middle School and Island School 
collected more than 150 lbs of aluminum cans during the period of October through 
December of 2009. Glass is re-used for building materials (within walls, or as 
aggregate).  Plastic is the most difficult material to handle; a plastic extruder to 
create lumber is being considered. Any waste not handled is being burned through 
pyrolysis (high temperature disposal).

Composting minimizes landfill waste, improves the 
environment and reduces reliance on imported chemical 
based fertilizers. Small scale composting operations can 
create lasting ‘green’ jobs on Eleuthera.   

A compost heap at the Rainbow Inn in Rainbow 
Bay. The compost becomes soil that is used for 
the vegetable garden; the fresh vegetables are 
often served at the Inn’s restaurant.   

Many Eleutherans noted that seaweed washed 
onto shore was traditionally used as a natural 
fertilizer for farms. Once washed free of salt by 
rain, the seaweed may be mixed with compost 
to create a nutrient rich soil.   

The Island School and the Cape Eleuthera 
Institute have an impressive biofuel program 
run by Marco Watson (pictured above). The 
Island School’s vehicles, boats, and back-up 
generator all run on biodiesel created from used 
cooking oil collected from regional restaurants 
and cruise ships. The glycerin byproduct is used 
by the farm or could be used to create soap. 
The Island School has a 150 gallon mixer and a 
500 gallon biodiesel storage tank. 
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Expanding Fishing Tourism

Bonefish recreational catch-and-release angling has become a popular activity that 
carries significant economic value. Recreational anglers spent over $4 billion dollars 
in 2006 in Florida, making the economic value of an individual adult bonefish in the 
Caribbean quite high. In The Bahamas, the relative value of bonefish can be much 
greater because the revenues generated through bonefishing-related tourism can 
form the economic basis of entire local communities. According to a recent report (see 
below) flats fishing alone generates $141 million of economic value to the Bahamian 
economy each year. Despite their economic and ecological importance, relatively 
little is known about the biology and ecology of bonefish. A major focus of the Cape 
Eleuthera Institute’s Flats Ecology & Conservation Program is to determine whether 
human activities, such as catch-and-release angling and habitat modification, have 
impacts on bonefish populations. 

Several South Eleutherans have noted that bonefishing catch-and-release tourism 
has not been promoted enough, even though there are large healthy populations of 
bonefish off-shore. The Savannah Sound, Rock Sound, Deep Creek and Tarpum Bay 
areas were specifically mentioned as good bonefishing locations. Eleuthera is also 
said to be the ‘do-it-yourself’ bonefishing island, with few guides (especially in South 
Eleuthera), no fishing lodges, and limited bait and equipment supplies. This limits the 
ability for local experienced fishermen to generate additional income as guides, which 
could be significant given the popularity of the sport. Guide rates vary considerably, a 
sampling of guide rates for the Family Islands ranged from $250 to $500 per day.

“Promote sports fishing and fishing CPR ‘catch, picture and 
release’, don’t waste the fish, this is one of the best sports 
fishing locations” 

“[We need] responsible management for our resources. . . 
we need innovation” 

CASE STUDY :  Bonefishing Guides

Eleuthera Bonefishing Guides

Although Eleuthera is known as a do-it-yourself bonefishing venue, there are notable 
guides on the Island. In South Eleuthera active guides include Addison Cooper in 
Palmetto Point, Denny Rankine in Savannah Sound, Lorenzo Hunt in Tarpum Bay 
and Alfred McKinney (pictured right) in Deep Creek. Alfred McKinney has been 
guiding bone fishermen around Deep Creek for over fifty-five years. According to 
a recent report (see below), there are 19 active guides on Eleuthera compared to 
Andros with 80 active guides. Given the extent of bonefish in the flats and estuaries 
around South Eleuthera, the number of guides and fishing tourism based businesses 
could significantly increase to meet overall industry demand in the region. 

For more information see the 2010 report The Economic Impact of Flats Fishing in 
The Bahamas  produced for The Bahamian Flats Fishing Alliance. The report can be 
downloaded at: 

www.fisheriesconservationfoundation.org/campaigns/bffa_report.html

Several Eleutherans noted that there are 
large populations of bonefish around South 
Eleuthera, and that sports fishing is a large 
untapped market.  

The Delphi Club in Rolling Harbour, Abaco is an 
eight bedroom fishing lodge created specifically 
to accommodate fishing tourists. The Club is 
one of many small-scale fishing tourism lodges 
that have flourished in The Bahamas. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL INFRASTRUCTURE

The 2005 EDAW Eleuthera Master Plan documented the general condition of 
existing infrastructure and proposed a number of recommendations for future 
planning and infrastructure investment. This section of Renewing South Eleuthera 
is not intended as a comprehensive study of South Eleuthera infrastructure, but is 
rather a supplement to earlier planning efforts. The concepts presented here are 
focused on infrastructure investments that can be made locally to improve public 
health and safety, protect the environment, create ‘green’ jobs, reduce imported fuel 
and build value within communities. 

RENEWING SOUTH ELEUTHERA

Sorting and recycling
 
The primary method of managing waste is through the availability of bins and the 
sorting of organic and inorganic materials. Compostable materials such as most 
organics and some paper can be inexpensively processed to create soil with the 
added benefit of reducing the need for imported fertilizers (see page 22). Inorganic 
material is more difficult to deal with on an island. Valuable materials such as steel 
and aluminum may be sorted and stored for shipment in empty shipping containers 
leaving the island. (Alternatively programs such as ‘Cans for Kids’ will collect the 
stored materials; the Deep Creek Middle School is already working with this group 
and their work could be expanded.) Glass may be crushed and used as an alternative 
material by concrete companies in lieu of sand mining. Plastic is the most problematic 
waste material stream and ideally would be reprocessed into plastic lumber building 
materials in a small scale industrial facility within The Bahamas to create a new 
sustainable building material. Construction waste may be recycled into new building 
materials, recycled for export (metals, for instance) or safely landfilled. 

Integrated Waste Management Program

Several settlement leaders on Eleuthera noted that waste management has the 
largest impact on municipal budgets, and is problematic in terms of health and 
environmental issues. Litter was also noted multiple times as a constant blight and  
a problem for tourism. Currently waste is collected by contract and brought to central 
landfilling areas where it is burned in open pits. Many negative health conditions can 
be caused by inhaling or ingesting even small amounts of the pollutants created from 
open pit burning. Small children, the elderly, or people with preexisting respiratory 
conditions are especially vulnerable to some of the pollutants. Additionally the 
negative environmental impacts of these pollutants are well documented. As such, it 
may be valuable to calculate the environmental impact (including carbon footprint) of 
open pit burning to see if international support could be raised for alternative waste 
management technologies. 

Please note that a full study of Eleuthera’s waste management system would need 
to be conducted to make more specific recommendations. No specific technology 
or system can be recommended without further study. Additional, but somewhat 
dated, information about integrated waste management technologies for the 
Caribbean can be found at:

www.cehi.org.lc/ESTDirectory.pdf

Several settlement leaders 
noted that waste manage-
ment has the largest impact 
on municipal budgets; it’s also 
a critical health and environ-
mental issue. 

Recycled glass may be used for decorative 
concrete or finely crushed and used as a 
substitute for sand in cement mixtures. 

Crushed concrete is commonly recycled for 
road base material and concrete aggregate. 

Plastics may be recycled into durable exterior 
plastic lumber products.  

Casuarina may be harvested and turned into 
mulch; removing an invasive tree while creating 
a useful product. 

Friends of the Environment in Abaco have 
established recycling and clean-up campaigns. 
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Waste-to-Energy
 
Small scale waste-to-energy, in combination with recycling and composting, is a viable 
option for The Bahamas. Of the 13 companies that submitted renewable energy bids 
to the Bahamas Electricity Corporation in 2009, seven of the bids were for waste-to-
energy projects. Whether a central facility is located in New Providence (with marine 
transfer stations shipping to it) or small facilities built on each island, the potential 
to generate energy from waste is significant. The off-set in imported diesel costs 
may help to finance such projects. Gasification plants, with excellent environmental 
standards are best suited for small scale applications (a few hundred tons of waste 
per day, maximum) and therefore may be a good candidate for utilization on the 
islands. Small scale biodigestion facilities that turn organic waste into fuel and liquid 
fertilizer may also be a part of an integrated waste-to-energy model. 

Transfer Stations
 
Any larger waste sorting or waste-to-energy program will require transfer stations 
to collect and consolidate waste collection to central locations for processing. This 
will likely involve compactors and new vehicles to be as efficient as possible, but will 
ultimately result in reduced costs over-time through savings in vehicle fuel. 

CASE STUDY :  Integrated Waste Management

Arrow Bio Waste Management System 

www.arrowbio.com/technology/

Integrated waste sorting and processing technology such as Arrow Bio’s system 
works to create an output of energy, recyclable materials and soil products while 
minimizing landfilling. These types of technologies are somewhat new and are in 
varying stages of development and implementation but are the right scale for small 
islands or rural areas. The technology divides the waste streams into organic and 
inorganic streams with the output of the inorganic material being sorted recyclables 
and the organic stream being turned into biogas for fuel and a compost mix for soil. 

Although Arrow Bio is an automated technological approach to integrated waste 
management, the systems behind the technology could be implemented with smaller 
equipment and material sorting by hand. The main concept is sorting and recycling  to 
create useful materials and energy; the method of sorting is secondary. 

Integrated Waste Management

Separate organic and inorganic   ▪
 waste

Utilize organic waste for soil   ▪
 and fuel 

Recycle inorganic waste for sale   ▪
 or building materials 

Consider a centralized    ▪
 waste-to-energy program  

Long term economic,    ▪
 environmental and health benefits 

Calculate carbon and    ▪
 environmental benefits for   
 international support 

Often more public waste bins are needed to 
reduce litter. Public bins should be labeled or 
decorated to reduce theft.  

Sorting, whether by machine (shown above) or 
by hand, is critical for reducing landfill waste. 
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Cisterns Program and Water Efficiency

Water is one of the most precious resources of the Island. Lack of fresh water 
resources, high energy costs for desalinization, and the need for emergency fresh 
water sources are all incentives to build additional rainwater harvesting capacity. 
Both Bermuda and the US Virgin Islands mandate cisterns or proof of a potable 
water source for all new construction for similar reasons. Identifying any land or built 
structure as a collector and storage area for water should be considered for any new 
development, and for existing homes and businesses where possible. Incentives for 
small rainwater harvesting businesses and the importation of necessary equipment 
should be promoted at a national level. It should also be noted that many of the 
plastic tanks and underground storage systems can be manufactured from recycled 
plastics which can be connected to the waste management of plastics (see page 
24). 

Water efficiency through simple leak repairs, irrigation controls (rain sensors, head 
maintenance), and upgraded low water fixtures will also reduce potable water 
consumption and save money. New developments should consider composting 
toilets or gray water systems for toilets and irrigation. Again, given the high cost of 
potable water, any or all of these measures should have a rapid and lasting pay-
back. Water efficiency retrofit businesses could do audits and calculate the water 
savings for long-term payment plans to offset the up-front costs for the retrofit. 

CASE STUDY :  Rainwater Harvesting

National Rainwater Harvesting Programme for Grenada

www.cehi.org.lc/rwhindex_files/National%20Rainwater%20Harvesting%20
Programme%20for%20Grenada.pdf

www.cehi.org.lc/rainwaterharvest.htm 

In 2005 the Caribbean Environmental Health Institute (CEHI) and the United National 
Environment Programme (UNEP) -initiated a national rainwater harvesting initiative 
for the tri-island state of mainland Grenada and its sister islands of Carriacou and 
Petit Martinique. Grenada was chosen specifically due to the infrastructural damage 
caused by Hurricanes Ivan and Emily in 2004 and 2005 respectively. Carriacou and 
Petit Martinique, although being significantly smaller and more arid than mainland 
Grenada, fared better in the post-disaster environment from a water availability 
stand-point, as the residents have a historic tradition of harvesting rainwater to meet 
virtually all consumptive demands. The 2006 report provides analysis and program 
implementation steps to develop the policy, technical, and community based 
initiatives to implement a large scale program for the island. The program stresses 
that the cistern systems are critical for augmenting and supporting, not replacing, 
existing potable water networks. The program is intended as a case study for similar 
initiatives within the Caribbean. 

Energy and water efficiency 
have a quick investment pay-
back, especially on Eleuthera 
where resources are limited. 
Every efficiency measure tak-
en can create jobs and reduce 
the need for costly imported 
fuel. 

The rainwater harvesting cisterns at The 
Island School have a combined 150,000 gallon 
capacity. 

The Grenada Rainwater Harvesting Report 
includes methods for studying water catchment 
capacity and areas of water scarcity.  
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Energy Efficiency

Implementing energy efficiency measures is one of the most effective ways to invest in simple practices and equipment 
upgrades that have an immediate and lasting payback. Given the high cost of importing diesel for electricity, and the cost 
of centralized production and distribution, energy efficiency measures have a higher value in The Bahamas than in many 
other regions where energy is less costly. Energy efficiency may include insulation, weatherization, upgrading windows, 
replacing bulbs and implementing programs to reduce energy consumption (turning off lights and computers for instance).   
Any energy efficiency measures, including the upgrading of appliances, will likely be less costly than the equivalent 
energy production from a new generation facility or alternative energy sources. Therefore energy efficiency measures 
should be implemented prior to other energy infrastructure investments. Energy efficiency retrofit businesses could do 
audits and calculate the energy savings for long-term payment plans to offset the up-front costs for the retrofit.

CASE STUDIES :  Energy Efficiency and Alternative Energy

Efficiency Vermont

www.efficiencyvermont.org 

Efficiency Vermont is a new kind of utility, which has no power facilities but rather 
generates energy savings through efficiency measures. Unlike other states that 
leave energy-efficiency to the same utilities that sell the power (an inherent conflict of 
interest), Vermont set up an organization that has no other purpose than to promote 
energy-efficient design, construction, lighting, and appliances. Efficiency Vermont 
began operating in 2000 and has helped Vermonters reduce annual energy costs 
in their businesses and homes by a total of more than $31 million. In 2006 alone, 
Efficiency Vermont helped 38,655 Vermonters, more than 10 percent of the state’s 
electric ratepayers, complete efficiency investments that resulted in $5.7 million in 
annual electric, fuel and water savings.

The Renewable Energy Island, Samsø Island, Denmark

www.energiakademiet.dk/flashmap_uk.asp 

Since 1998 the small Danish island of Samsø has undertaken, with government 
support, but no government grants or funds, to convert almost entirely to renewable 
energy. The 4000 island residents generate energy through a combination of 
community owned wind turbines, district heat plants (run on local biomass) and 
offshore turbines (installed to offset the emissions of the Island’s transport). The 
Island now produces 140% of the energy it consumes and is exporting energy back 
to the mainland. Samsø’s district heating systems and wind turbines are organized 
in many different ways and several of the projects are individually and cooperatively 
owned by the communities they serve. Samsø has established an Energy Academy 
and conference center to respond to requests for information, tours, and workshops 
about the Island’s energy infrastructure.

Alternative Energy

Given the high cost of importing diesel for electricity, and the cost of centralized production and distribution, Eleuthera 
and The Bahamas as a whole are excellent candidates for distributed alternative energy technologies. While this issue 
is largely a policy matter, the publication Freedom 2030: Sustainable Eleuthera, A Model for the Caribbean and Beyond 
from 2007, by the Cape Eleuthera Institute, clearly outlines the case for renewable energy on Eleuthera. Alternative 
energy programs are cost effective after other steps have been taken to reduce consumption – such as energy efficient 
measures (previously described) and utilizing basic technologies such as passive solar water heaters. Waste-to-energy 
facilities that create energy from parts of the municipal solid waste stream may also play a significant role in supplying 
power from sources other than diesel. The most feasible sources of renewable energy for Eleuthera are wind and solar 
power, which have been utilized at a community scale at The Island School and the Cape Eleuthera Institute, and could 
be expanded through investment that is paid back through the reduction in foreign diesel expenses.  

US Virgin Islands Energy Office 
Energy Efficiency Fact Sheets 

These fact sheets are useful for 
explaining the benefits of energy 
efficiency retrofits and practices.  

http://www.vienergy.org/facts.html

US VI Energy Audits 

www.vienergy.org/building.html

Samsø has become 
an international 
model for local 
community 
based energy 
independence.   
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

Creating Local Value

Economic development is integral to all of the concepts presented within this 
report. Each concept put forth is related to creating local jobs whether by investing 
in cultural resources, creating healthier environments, reducing imported fuel and 
food, or improving infrastructure. Creating value locally is the basic principle of every 
concept in this document. This principle reduces expenditures on imports and luring 
outside investment and shifts investment to the protection and creation of local 
resources. Additionally, while each of the concepts benefit communities, they also 
strengthen the ‘sense of place’ and allure for heritage tourists, a dual benefit unique 
to destinations such as Eleuthera.

Creating value locally is the 
basic principle of every con-
cept in this document. This 
principle reduces expenditures 
on imports and luring outside 
investment and shifts invest-
ment to the protection and 
creation of local resources.

Promoting Economic Development 

The concepts put forth in this document are based on four types of economic development listed below. Generally each 
concept is meant to promote a combination of opportunities including new small businesses, job opportunities, and 
secondary community wide benefits such as reducing imports. The cumulative effects of generating new locally based 
businesses also reinforce one another through shared resources such as the ability to promote package deals for tourism, 
combine retrofit services and establish community supported agricultural co-ops. 
   
Promoting Entrepreneurs: Many of the concepts in this report depend on the formation of new local non-profit or for-profit 
businesses. Several small business opportunities will be new to the Island and will require partnerships in Nassau or abroad 
for initial guidance. These opportunities will typically require start-up capital but will often face limited competition as they 
will likely provide new and unique products and services. It has been noted that young adults in South Eleuthera as well as 
Eleutherans living in Nassau or abroad and wishing to come home are seeking these new business opportunities.  

Job Creation Opportunities: Creating local value means building local capacity by developing new skills and creating 
new long-term job opportunities. Every new tourism opportunity, or concept to reduce imports and waste, is a job for a local 
person. Employment in-turn means more money spent locally at small businesses; creating a positive cycle of employment 
and community investment. 
 
Community Benefits: Many of the concepts in this report have secondary and tertiary community benefits.  For example, 
growing food locally and selling food at farmer’s markets not only employs people and reduces imports, it also improves the 
health of the entire population by providing a stable source of fresh produce at a fair price.
  
Community Investment: The new businesses that form in South Eleuthera will require investment including start-up 
and operating capital in their initial years. This necessity creates an opportunity for local investors to support new small 
businesses through direct loans, community banks, through existing banks or through new models in community investment 
(see page 33). Community investment keeps resources local (rather than investing abroad), often resulting in higher rates 
of return for investors and promoting stronger bonds between lenders and small businesses.

   



Entrepreneurial 
Opportunities Job Creation Community Benefits Community Investment

Artists in 
Residence 
Programs 

Non-profit administration  ▪
service
Art tours and cross  ▪
promotion 
Arts based businesses  ▪
Galleries ▪

Artists ▪
Craftspeople ▪
Part-time sales ▪
Gallery administration  ▪
Web-based promotion ▪
Studio maintenance ▪
Food service (guests  ▪
and gallery openings)

Preservation and promo- ▪
tion of cultural heritage 
and crafts 
Arts program support for  ▪
schools 
Builds upon existing  ▪
tourism economy
Artist housing ▪

Arts programs may spin- ▪
off small business invest-
ment opportunities with a 
high rate of return
Investment in the arts may  ▪
have tax benefits

Community 
Theater 

Non-profit administration  ▪
service
Local theater company  ▪
non-profit
Personal training  ▪
services

Performers ▪
Lighting/ Audio ▪
Trainers  ▪
Fitness specialists ▪
Dietary specialist ▪
Food service ▪
Facility maintenance ▪

Visiting performing arts  ▪
groups contribute to local 
economy
Audiences generate more  ▪
local tourism
Artist housing  ▪
Interaction with schools  ▪

Community investment  ▪
in venue, marketing and 
audience generation will 
have direct benefits for 
existing businesses 
Investment in the arts may  ▪
have tax benefits

Community 
Agriculture

Agricultural Co-op ▪
Distribution  ▪
Community Support Ag- ▪
riculture (CSA) program 
Organic / specialty  ▪
exports   

Farming  ▪
Organic crop  ▪
maintenance (instead 
of pesticides)
Packing   ▪
Distribution ▪
Specialty food prep ▪

Reduced imports (keeps  ▪
jobs local) 
Improved food quality  ▪
and health for locals and 
visitors
Culinary tourism  ▪
Youth development  ▪

Restaurants, communities   ▪
and homeowner groups 
may purchase shares in 
community agriculture 
which is paid back in 
food deliveries

Integrated 
Waste 

Management

Material re-use and  ▪
recycling center
Material exports  ▪
Compost to soil  ▪
operation 
Small scale to waste-to-  ▪
energy operations

Sorting ▪
Distribution ▪
Administration ▪
Mechanical / technical  ▪
maintenance 

Improved regional health  ▪
standards 
Improved air, water, and  ▪
soil quality 
Reduced fertilizer imports  ▪
New sustainable building  ▪
materials 

Government investment in  ▪
new integrated systems 
pays for itself over-time 
with new business op-
portunities and improved 
health and environmental 
standards

Energy
Efficiency 

Energy auditing  ▪
Insulation and building  ▪
retrofit services
Appliance, lighting,  ▪
computer, AC and 
equipment optimization
Solar hot water  ▪
installation 

Auditors ▪
Monitoring  ▪
Insulation retrofitting ▪
Weatherizing  ▪
Equipment replace- ▪
ment, maintenance 
and repair 

Reduced energy bills ▪
Reduced imports  ▪
Improved home and  ▪
business value
Improved government  ▪
operations efficiency
Environmental education   ▪

Government investment  ▪
has a quick payback for 
existing facilities and op-
erations 
Private investment may be  ▪
placed in a fund and paid 
back with interest through 
energy bill

Sustainable 
Development

Models

Condo-hotel ownership ▪
Condo-hotel admin ▪
Hospitality services ▪
Sustainable develop- ▪
ment construction and 
maintenance business 
Eco-tourism services  ▪
(tours, rentals, 
education, training)
Preservation and/or land  ▪
and marine environmen-
tal management 

Construction and  ▪
maintenance for 
sustainable facilities 
Hospitality services ▪
Green cleaning and  ▪
laundry services
Restaurant, catering,  ▪
picnic services
Tour guides ▪
Naturalists / rangers  ▪
Diving/ fishing/ boating  ▪
instructors

New non all-inclusive  ▪
developments promote 
use of existing and future 
local and regional busi-
nesses 
New models and services  ▪
for sustainable design, 
construction and main-
tenance will benefit sur-
rounding communities

Small scale developments  ▪
and condo-hotel model 
allow for direct community 
investment and purchase 
of the units
Sustainable development  ▪
models require less 
infrastructure and up-front 
costs, providing a greater 
return on investment

Economic Development Potential 

The following chart outlines the economic development potential of the four categories on the previous page for select 
concepts presented within this report.     
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Starting Small

New business development is risky for both the business and the investor, but this risk can 
be offset by thinking big while starting with small steps and phasing larger goals. In South 
Eleuthera this point is critical, as required upfront investment can be significant, especially 
if imports are needed to start a business. For example a small sustainable development 
may have plans for 20 units but could begin by building only 4 units (to qualify for the Hotel 
Encouragement Act tax relief) and see how often the units are booked to determine further 
development plans. Starting small can benefit most business models that don’t require 
large upfront capital costs, and should apply to most new businesses in South Eleuthera. 

Business Plan Development 

The 2005 EDAW Eleuthera Master Plan and more recently, several bank and business 
leaders, have expressed the need for local business development support for emerging 
entrepreneurs. An emerging Eleuthera Chamber of Commerce, once formed, will be helpful 
to foster new businesses and develop relationships. Additionally, creating business plan 
workshop events with business school students (from The Bahamas, the US, or further 
abroad) can jump-start new small businesses. The model for this type of engagement has 
already been developed by groups such as Island Journeys (see below), which brings 
foreign college students and professionals to South Eleuthera who volunteer (and pay for 
expenses) for the experience to work within communities.    

“[On Eleuthera] the mega developments have basically failed 
while the smaller developments have thrived. . . there is not 
enough critical mass [to support large developments]” 

“If we can start small we can do our part” 

“We can’t sit around and wait for outsiders to develop our 
future anymore. . . [develop] the smaller projects and get the 
local people involved”

The Northside Inn in Rock Sound is an exam-
ple of an appropriately scaled development in 
South Eleuthera. The small Inn could expand 
if demand increased but functions well given 
current demand. 

Small businesses are common throughout 
South Eleuthera and the entrepreneurial 
spirit is strong. Expanding small business 
opportunities is critical for increasing employ-
ment in the region. 

Business plan development workshops can 
assist emerging entrepreneurs in working out 
the financial assumptions and details of their 
plan in order to obtain investment. 

CASE STUDY :  Community Based Business 

Island Journeys 

www.islandjourneys.org

Island Journeys’ Mission is dedicated to strengthening, rebuilding and transforming 
island communities, and seeks to connect people with opportunities to serve and become 
involved in transformative projects. Since 2005 Island Journeys has led over 1000 foreign 
tourists on unique volunteer opportunities working on various projects throughout island 
communities. The community based volunteer efforts such as nursing program support 
and building restoration, provide educational and experiential opportunities for the visitors 
and locals alike. The sharing of ideas and skills has lasting value for the communities. In 
addition to volunteering the visitors spend money locally on lodging, food, transport and 
other expenses. The total cash and in-kind economic value of Island Journeys operations 
are estimated at $110,000 per year, in addition to the community services they provide.    



Starting Small – A Micro-loan Example

A start-up entrepreneur in Millars could propose a bike rental service from Millars for the 
Lighthouse Point area with minimal funding through a micro-loan or small business loan. The 
following is a simplified explanation of how the small business could begin with a small loan, 
pay it back over time with interest and grow into a larger enterprise with time. 

A business plan is created outlining the short-term and long-term goals of the business. The  ▪
business plan should be developed with support networks (see page 33). 
The rental business starts with 8 mountain bicycles with equipment (helmets, locks, water  ▪
bottle holders, spare parts etc..) A simple attractively designed covered shelter in Millars 
is utilized for storage.  Startup capital costs for the business may range from $10,000 to 
$12,000. 
Simple pamphlets with a map of the Lighthouse Point Area are created highlighting roads,  ▪
beaches, the Millars Plantation, the Bannerman Town Ruins and explaining the environmental, 
cultural and historical aspects of the area. 
The bike rental area is established along Queens Highway with a simple sign and a pull-off to  ▪
park cars. Drinks and snacks may also be available for purchase along the road at the same 
location. The location may require a formal or informal lease agreement for use of land.  
At $40 per bike rental the business could generate up to $320 per day. 300 individual rentals  ▪
would pay back the upfront capital costs, excluding land lease costs and labor to run the 
rental service. In the winter when there are dozens of visitors to Lighthouse Point per day, it 
is possible that even at 50% capacity (28 bike rentals a week) the business could generate 
enough money to break even in the first or second season, depending on the labor costs (the 
value the entrepreneur places on his or her time). 
The Entrepreneur may decide to set up outside of the Princess Cays gates when the cruise  ▪
ship is in, offering the bike rental service for people interested in exploring the Lighthouse 
Point Area. This is a unique marketing opportunity found only in this location.   
Even with the interest and closing fees on the loan, the business could pay for itself in one  ▪
or two years operating a profit thereafter and saving funds for maintaining the bicycles 
and equipment, adding new bicycles and services (such as camping gear, picnic baskets, 
snorkeling equipment), and eventually replacing the original bicycles with new equipment 
(and donating the old bicycles).
If the loan service was a part of a community based fund, the repaid capital plus interest could  ▪
be utilized for maintaining the fund and investing in similar sustainable community based 
investments. 
After several years the entrepreneur may become a local partner/ investor in a sustainable  ▪
development project in the Lighthouse Point Area (as outlined in the second half of this 
report), connecting his/her current rental business with small scale development that will 
mutually reinforce the existing business.   

CASE STUDY :  Biking Tours - Small Community Based Business 

Chi Phat Mountain Biking Program, Cardamom Mountains, Cambodia 

www.ecoadventurecambodia.com

Chi Phat Community Based Eco-Tourism Program operates a fleet of twelve Trek 4300 mountain 
bikes that can be hired on a half day, daily and multi-day basis to tour the Cardamom Mountain 
Region. This area is noted for its biodiversity with over 2300 avian species and 14 globally 
threatened mammal species. The mountain bikers tour through undulating open pasture lands, 
villages, orchards, dense tropical rainforest, open woodlands, waterfalls, wetlands and dozens 
of rivers, streams and creeks.  Started in 2008 the program had 200 guests that year and over 
670 guests in 2009. One of the tour operators, Asia Adventures, charges $250 a person for a 
three-day trip that includes a one-day mountain-biking excursion, basic accommodations, and 
transport to and from Phnom Penh. 20% of the locally generated income goes to a community 
based fund that improves roads, water supplies and schools.
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Coastal and mangrove forest biking in 
Tobago; 2-3 hour bike tours typically 
range around $40 per person. Rental 
rates without tours are typically daily 
or weekly rates. 

Coastal and Mountain biking tours in 
the Dominican Republic range from 
$50 - $90 per person per tour.    
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Sustainable Development and Eco-Tourism – A Growth Industry

The second half of this report is focused on alternative sustainable development models and includes the economic 
potential for each of the models presented. The key for all of the models is the appropriate scale of development 
suitable for South Eleuthera. Eleuthera as a whole is littered with the remains of failed developments that were out of 
scale and relied on outdated models of mass tourism, unrealistic expectations of visitor numbers, and foreign capital 
and ownership. There are over a dozen failed resorts on Eleuthera and many more development plans that never 
materialized. 

New models for small scale development are centered upon the core concept of creating value locally and utilizing 
eco-tourism principles. Eco-tourism is commonly defined as responsible travel to natural areas that conserves the 
environment and improves the welfare of local people. This report expands this definition to include cultural, educational, 
and recreational tourism, all of which have been developed to some degree on Eleuthera already. The alternative 
sustainable development models in the second half of this report further the eco-tourism concept by emphasizing that 
the models can be locally owned, operated and supported by the communities of South Eleuthera. Eleuthera also has 
advantages in the eco-tourism industry due to an existing tourism infrastructure (airports, agents, etc.), proximity to 
large western markets, and a record for safety and stability compared to other destinations. Some highlights of the 
eco-tourism industry are provided below to suggest the potential for growth and economic development based on new 
locally based sustainable models. 
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Selected statistics from 
The International Ecotourism Society (TIES) 2005/2006 Global Ecotourism Fact Sheet

Beginning in 1990s, ecotourism has been growing 20% - 34% per year ▪

In 2004, ecotourism/nature tourism was growing globally 3 times faster than the tourism industry as a whole. ▪

Sun-and-sand resort tourism has now “matured as a market” and its growth is projected to remain flat. In  ▪
contrast, “experiential” tourism—which encompasses ecotourism, nature, heritage, cultural, and soft adventure 
tourism, as well as sub-sectors such as rural and community tourism—is among the sectors expected to grow 
most quickly over the next two decades.

In Dominica, in the Caribbean, “stay over” tourists using small, nature-based lodges spent 18 times more than  ▪
cruise passengers spend while visiting the island.

80% of money for all-inclusive package tours goes to airlines, hotels, and other international companies. Eco- ▪
lodges hire and purchase locally, and sometimes put as much as 95% of money into the local economy.

More than two-thirds of U.S. and Australian travelers, and 90% of British tourists, consider active protection of  ▪
the environment and support of local communities to be part of a hotel’s responsibility.

In Germany, 65% (39 million) of travelers expect environmental quality; 42% (25 million) “think that it is  ▪
particularly important to find environmentally-friendly accommodation.”

A survey of U.S., British, and Australian travelers revealed that 70% would pay up to $150 more for a two-week  ▪
stay in a hotel with a “responsible environmental attitude.”

Eleuthera offers unique cultural, recreational and environmental experiences; additionally 
it is an easily accessible destination from many major cities. 
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New Models for Community Investment 

Many people in Eleuthera have commented on the basic need for community investment, and the difficulties of obtaining loans and 
support to create business opportunities locally. This is a fundamental issue that is partially addressed in the 2005 EDAW Eleuthera 
Master Plan, which makes a number of suggestions including job training, supporting co-ops, assisting with securing low interest loans 
and developing cultural tourism. The report also notes the important roles the Bahamas Agricultural & Industrial Corporation (BAIC) and 
the Bahamas Development Bank (BDB) have in creating opportunities for Eleutherans to access capital to start businesses. Eleutherans 
have also expressed an interest in setting up an Eleuthera Community Development Fund to help support small start-up businesses and 
community based initiatives. In addition to the BDB and BAIC, the following links are new or emerging models for investment that may 
work in conjunction with an Eleuthera Community Development Fund or offer alternative approaches to raising funds and support. 

Community Investment Models and Services

Kiva 

www.kiva.org

Kiva’s mission is to connect people, through lending, for the sake 
of alleviating poverty. Kiva empowers individuals to lend to an 
entrepreneur across the globe. By combining microfinance with the 
internet, Kiva is creating a global community of people connected 
through lending. The Kiva Field Partners may be referenced for 
more information on international groups supporting small loans 
and micro-finance.

Rotary International

http://www.rotary.org/en/serviceandfellowship/startaproject/
Pages/ridefault.aspx

All Rotary clubs share a key mission to serve their communities 
by participating in club service projects. Rotary Clubs (and similar 
community based organizations) can leverage resources including 
volunteers, regional and international programs, fundraising and 
grants. These resources may be able to assist with the start-up 
of community based initiatives that form the foundation for non-
profit groups.

Shore  Bank 

www.shorebankcorp.com  

ShoreBank Corporation is America’s first community development 
and environmental bank holding company. In operation since 
1976, the bank focuses on investments that create economic 
equity and healthy environments. ShoreBank International 
has worked in 74 developing and emerging economies, with 
banks, microfinance entities, credit unions, cooperatives, 
nongovernmental organizations and others that seek to reach 
entrepreneurs that are perceived to be too small, too risky or too 
new to interest conventional financial institutions.

Person to Person Lending News 

www.p2plendingnews.com 

A good website to research additional “person to person” 
investment services. 

The Bahamas Development Bank

www.bahamasdevelopmentbank.com

The Bahamas Development Bank is a government institution 
that assists with the funding of businesses within The Bahamas. 
The Bank provides funding for assets required to establish or 
expand a business operating in one of six industry classifications: 
agriculture, fishing, manufacturing, tourism, transportation and 
auxiliary services.  The Bank typically requires that applicants 
contribute a minimum of 15% of the total project cost and that 
the loan amount be 100% collateralized, however it can work 
with less collateral through a government based loan guarantee 
program. 

The Bahamas Agricultural & Industrial Corporation

 www.bahamasb2b.com/baic

The mission of The Bahamas Agricultural & Industrial Corporation 
(BAIC) is to “stimulate and encourage the creation, expansion 
and promotion of small and medium sized businesses, thereby 
facilitating employment and import substitution.” The BAIC can 
provide technical assistance, business advice and guidance to 
small and medium sized entrepreneurs. It also has the ability 
to provide limited micro-loan support for small businesses. 
The primary focus of the BAIC is agriculture, tourism, fisheries, 
handicraft and manufacturing. 

MicroPlace

www.microplace.com

MicroPlace is a social business owned by eBay whose goal is 
to alleviate global poverty by offering investments that enable 
low interest loans to communities lacking economic resources. 
MicroPlace is similar to Kiva, except that the loan does accrue 
interest for both the investor and the service.
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ISLAND-WIDE INTERCONNECTIONS

Eleuthera is rich in sites that identify the Island among the most important historic 
places in The Bahamas and North America, as well as having a significant role in 
western history.  Recent archeology at the northern end of the Island at Preacher’s 
Cave connects Eleuthera to Lucayan burial and ceremonial sites as well as the 
First Free Black settlement in The Bahamas in 1656.  Southern Eleuthera has the 
exceptional remains of the Millars Plantation, a site dating to the late 18th Century 
that is of national importance. Only three miles from this site is Lighthouse Point, 
arguably one of the most spectacular places in The Bahamas with beaches on both 
the Atlantic and the Bight of Eleuthera, and a natural environment important enough 
to be the focus of a NASA research study. To these northern and southern areas 
add the several unique, beautifully sited and culturally distinct communities that are 
connected via the Queens Highway, and Eleuthera has the potential to become one 
of the most spectacularly endowed heritage and eco-tourism destinations in the 
Caribbean.

Island Heritage Trail 

To realize the potential of an Island Heritage Trail it is first important to identify the 
specific resources within each community and then to delve deeper into the mapping 
of these resources and identification of specific of artifacts, folklore, oral histories 
and places. In some areas expert archeology is necessary to fully understand the 
importance and history of the place. Getting to these understandings offers a unifying 
island-wide project that can incorporate communities benefiting from guest academic 
residencies, students from The Bahamas and internationally, as well as local schools 
and volunteers researching and identifying opportunities. Already local historic groups 
have formed in Spanish Wells, Harbour Island, and Governors Harbour to identify and 
preserve important public buildings and establish archives. These communities have 
also identified specific places to visit. Similar groups can expand to other communities, 
helping to establish and support local trails, markers and artistic interpretive sites as 
well as the larger vision of the Island Heritage Trail.

Branding the Experience

Identifying an overall theme will be important to the branding and marketing of 
Eleuthera as a heritage and eco-tourism destination. The Preacher’s Cave to 
Lighthouse Point geography of this trail suggests many thematic possibilities.  
‘Eleuthera Time Traveling’ suggests the opportunity within 110 miles to move from 
Lucayan pre-history thru 18th and 19th Century island life and on to being in a place 
that is renewing itself as the ‘model for the future’, living within low impact sustainable 
ecologically responsible communities. In many ways this concept implies each 
Eleutheran community reaching into its past to renew its future. Another possibility is 
simply focusing on the unique character and hospitality of each settlement, community 
building and branding through the idea of ‘Many Communities, One Eleuthera’. The 
Ministry of Tourism and The Bahamas Out Island Promotion Board (BOIPB) are 
important  resources and collaborators for the development, branding and marketing 
of Eleuthera as an island-wide experience. 

Current Heritage Site marker signage

Haynes Library in Governor’s Harbour

Preacher’s Cave in North Eleuthera

Lighthouse Point in South Eleuthera

The Mission in Rock Sound 
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For more online Eleuthera Heritage Sites Visit: 

www.eleuthera-map.com/eleuthera-island.htm

www.myoutislands.com/natural-vacations/eleuthera-attractions.cfm

www.projecteleuthera.org

www.bahamasferries.com/services/tour%20stops.html
(a well documented list of Harbour Island sites) 

Map based on the 2005 EDAW Master Plan Island Map 

RENEWING SOUTH ELEUTHERA
ISLAND HERITAGE TRAIL
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Preacher’s Cave
Prehistoric Lucayan burial ground ▪
1648 - Site of the Eleutheran Adventurers  ▪
(first English settlers) first contact
1656 - First Free Black settlement in The  ▪
Bahamas

Spanish Wells on St. George’s Cay
Named for the wells used by Spanish  ▪
sailors
Houses the Spanish Wells Museum and a  ▪
famous Quilt Workshop
Major income is from lobster and fishing,  ▪
not tourism. Spanish Wells is said to catch 
75% of the lobster in The Bahamas

Royal Island
Long history of use by the Lucayans, the  ▪
Spanish, and pirates
October 1814 - (Loyalist) William Bar- ▪
nett’s plantation burned down in retalia-
tion for the burning of the White House by 
the British

Dunmore Town on Harbour Island
18th century cannon and fort remnants ▪
History of large ship building industry and  ▪
three sugar mills
Until early in the 20th century was the 2nd  ▪
most important settlement in The Baha-
mas after Nassau
Boasts many historic buildings  ▪

The Bluff 
1807 / 1808 - Established by emanci- ▪
pated slaves 

Upper and Lower Bogue
1834 - Villages established after emanci- ▪
pation near a wetland. ‘Bogue’ is a deriva-
tive of ‘bog’
1960s - Various sites and structures were  ▪
named after famous places such ‘The 
Empire State Building’ and ‘Big Ben’

Current
1804/1805 - Old Stone Church ▪
Birthplace of Sir Roland Symonette, a  ▪
Premier of the colony 
Locals claim they are descendants of a  ▪
North American Indians who were trans-
ported to The Bahamas after a massacre 
of settlers in Cape Cod 
Local straw work has been noted for its  ▪
distinctive plait pattern

Glass Window Bridge
Bridge connects North and Mainland  ▪
Eleuthera
1872 - Tidal wave washes picnicking  ▪
party to sea 
1991 - Bridge is moved off its foundations  ▪
by severe weather, rebuilt since 

Gregory Town
Named after Governor John Gregory ▪

‘Red Soil’ deemed perfect for pineapple  ▪
cultivation
1857 - First pineapple canning factory;  ▪
produced around 7.25M pineapples cans 
in 1900
Thompson Monument - by artist Jimmy  ▪
Headbury, in memory of George Layman 
Thompson (1920-1983), Justice of the 
Peace for Gregory Town for 40 years 

Hatchet Bay / Alice Town
Evidence of prehistoric Lucayan activity in  ▪
the Hatchet Bay Cave system
The ‘bay’ was is inland lake which was cut  ▪
into from the sea by a group of retired Brit-
ish officers who wanted to quarry stone 
from the area and have easy access to 
shipping. The ‘cut’ follows what was a 
turtle crawl
1925 - Hurricane destroys construction  ▪
equipment and quarry project is aban-
doned
1927-1980 - The Levy Plantation, a com- ▪
bined dairy and poultry farm, covered 
2,400 acres. Old silos can be seen along 
the road

James Cistern 
Named for a late Governor who discov- ▪
ered natural water holes and had cisterns 
built nearby 

Alabaster Bay / Receiver’s Beach
Site of former US military base  ▪

Governor’s Harbour
The most significant settlement on main- ▪
land Eleuthera 
Historic harbor side church  ▪
Haynes Library Historic Landmark - once  ▪
a government building, this structure has 
been restored and now houses a public 
library and educational programs 
Leon Levy Botanical Gardens, an educa- ▪
tional habitat preserve created with and 
run by the Bahamas National Trust

Cupid Cay
A separate cay, now connected to main- ▪
land Eleuthera by bridge
1883 - Wesley Methodist Church built ▪
There are several historic structures in- ▪
cluding another church and prison

Palmetto Point
North and South Palmetto Point straddle  ▪
both sides of Queen’s Highway. There is 
a 135 year old Cotton Silk Tree where the 
road between the two settlements inter-
sects with the highway

Savannah Sound 
Home of Timothy Gibson (1903-1979),  ▪
author of the Bahamian National Anthem 

Tarpum Bay
Originally called Glenelg, but later  ▪

changed due to local fishing 
A fairly large and compact settlement with  ▪
many ruins 
MacMillan-Hughes Castle – built by Irish  ▪
born Artist & Sculptor
A vast canal system throughout the settle- ▪
ment was used for flood mitigation
1849 St. Columba’s Church ▪
The local Commonage Committee is a  ▪
national leader in terms of proactive plan-
ning efforts 

Rock Sound
Originally called Wrack Sound after the  ▪
seaweed that drifts in 
Once considered the ‘capital’ of  ▪
Eleuthera 
2003 - The historic 1800’s Methodist Mis- ▪
sion building was restored and repurposed 
as a museum, library, and computer and 
resource center. 

The Island School and 
Cape Eleuthera Institute

An innovative high school program and re- ▪
search institute focused on environmental 
stewardship; offers tours and workshops. 

Green Castle
1979 - Hurricane David destroys the  ▪
‘Green Castle’ which was owned by Zac-
cheus Smith, Justice of the Peace

Deep Creek
Originally called “Free Town” ▪
Home of the only middle school on the  ▪
island 

Waterford
Named for the fresh drinking water avail- ▪
able in local wells 

Wemyss Bight
Named after Lord Gordon Wemyss ▪
Foundations of old plantation houses ▪

John Millars
Named after Preacher John Millars ▪
Smallest settlement in Eleuthera - in 2008  ▪
said to have 19 residents

Millars / Bannerman Town
Millars Planation ruins are largely intact  ▪
north of Millars (see pages 72-73)

Old Bannerman Town Ruins
Named after Governor Sir Alexander Ban- ▪
nerman
Once a thriving agricultural community ▪

Lighthouse Point
Evidence of prehistoric Lucayan activity ▪
1903 - Historic lighthouse established,  ▪
originally called the Eleuthera Island 
South East Point Light
Nearby hypersaline ponds ▪
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Map based on the 2005 EDAW Master Plan Island Map 

For more online Eleuthera maps and 
Island tour information visit:

www.eleuthera-map.com

www.eleutheraliving.com/settlements.htm 

www.eleuthera.com/attractions.html

www.myoutislands.com/bahamas-beaches-
and-vacations/eleuthera-beaches.cfm

www.elusivebeaches.com/the_beaches/10_
best_beaches_of_eleuther/
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Preacher’s Cave
Commonage land with spectacular beach,  ▪
native coppice and birding opportunities

Spanish Wells on St. George’s Cay
Shallow white sand beaches on either  ▪
side of the cay
‘Dry’ island ▪

Dunmore Town on Harbour Island
Restaurants and bars set with a historic  ▪
small town, pink sand beaches
Every October hosts the North Eleuthera  ▪
Sailing Regatta

Current
Famous “Current” dive  ▪

Glass Window Bridge
Bridge connects North and Mainland  ▪
Eleuthera
Visitors can see the dark water of the At- ▪
lantic meeting the aquamarine Caribbean 
at this thinnest part of the island 
At low tide the “Queens Baths”, a series of  ▪
pools carved out by the waters, are visible 
and accessible 

Gregory Town
Dramatic topography offers spectacular  ▪
views of the Caribbean and the town 
Features a variety of restaurants, bars,  ▪
and music venues, gift shops, local goods 
and art galleries 
Every June hosts the Pineapple Festival  ▪

Surfer’s Beach
South of Gregory Town and north of  ▪
Hatchet Bay / Alice Town, Surfer’s Beach 
on the Atlantic side boasts the best surf-
ing in The Bahamas

Hatchet Bay / Alice Town
Hatchet Bay is the most protected bay in  ▪
The Bahamas
Hatchet Bay Caves is one of the largest  ▪
cave systems in the Caribbean, more 
than a mile long featuring stalagmites and 
stalactites
Hatchet Bay Festival every August  ▪

James Cistern 
Long Caribbean beach features white  ▪
sand and good shelling
Cliffs rising 100 feet above the water on  ▪
the Atlantic side 

Alabaster Bay / Receiver’s Beach
Shallow, calm, and easily accessible, this  ▪
is one of the favorite beaches among 
Eleutherans 

Governor’s Harbour
Leon Levy Botanical Gardens, an educa- ▪
tional habitat preserve created with and 
run by the Bahamas National Trust
Houses many hotels, restaurants, bars,  ▪
and shops 
Club Med / French Leave beach features  ▪
a wide expanse of pink sand on the At-
lantic side 
Every Friday evening holds the largest  ▪
Fish Fry on the island 
Every March hosts the Annual Bahamian  ▪
Craft Show
Edwin Burrows Pond (noted for fishing  ▪
and large turtles)

Palmetto Point
Poponi Beach / Singing Sands Beach is  ▪
one of the calmest Atlantic beaches

Savannah Sound 
Ten Bay Beach on the Caribbean side of- ▪
fers shallow waters, and good snorkeling 
at its south end
Extensive bonefishing flats  ▪

Tarpum Bay
Some of the best flats bonefishing ▪
Winding Bay Beach near Tarpum Bay ▪

Rock Sound
Ocean Hole - circular tidal lake rich with  ▪
sea life. The ‘hole’ is 360 feet in diameter, 
but the depth is unknown. 
Area flats fishing  ▪

Cape Eleuthera Marina
A resort initially developed in the 1960’s,  ▪
now a marina with recreation activities  

Deep Creek
Gully Hole and nearby flats fishing ▪

Wemyss Bight
Davis Harbour, nearby beaches ▪

Lighthouse Point
Rough road leads to the southern tip of  ▪
the Island to what has been noted as 
Eleuthera’s most spectacular beach.
Area noted for crabbing  ▪
Nearby hypersaline ponds ▪ 39

Horseback riding on Harbour Island beaches

Queens Baths at the Glass Window Bridge

Sheltered Hatchet Bay Harbor

The shallow waters Winding Bay 

Ocean Hole in Rock Sound

19
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RENEWING SOUTH ELEUTHERA
ISLAND-WIDE HERITAGE TRAIL

CASE STUDIES :   Heritage Trails

St. Croix Island Wide Heritage Trail

http://heritagetrails.stcroixlandmarks.org/

The St. Croix Heritage Trail is a 72-mile driving tour that 
connects the Island’s historic sites and attractions and includes 
a number of significant natural areas.  Historic marker road 
signs with the trail’s brown and white sugar mill symbol guide 
visitors along the trails main routes.  The St. Croix Heritage 
Trail goes along a scenic coastline, through cattle country, 
tropical forest and to historic seaport towns, highlighting the 
diversity of the Island.

Cultural and historic heritage trails  ▪
Agricultural heritage trails with food tasting  ▪
Natural and scenic heritage trails  ▪
Botanical and bird watching trails  ▪
Web-based and printed maps available ▪
Site signage and branding  ▪

The St. Croix Heritage Trail has 14 different maps based on 
theme and location. Some of the maps ‘zoom in’ to a town 
like Frederiksted which was established in the 1750’s. Theme 
based maps such as agriculture highlight private tours and 
businesses that offer tastings of rum, sugar cane juice and 
papayas. 
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Potomac Heritage National Scenic Trail, Washington DC Region

www.nps.gov/pohe

The Potomac Heritage National Scenic Trail is a network of locally-managed trails 
between the mouth of the Potomac River and the Allegheny Highlands. Through five 
geographic regions, the varied Trail segments are a means to explore the origins and 
continuing evolution of the Nation. As of 2010, 830 miles of existing and planned trails 
have been recognized as segments of the Trail. The trails extend through 3 states 
and the District of Columbia, and are maintained by the National Parks Service.

A series of small trails linked within a larger 830 mile network  ▪
Hiking, biking, kayaking, and equestrian access trails  ▪
Dozens of historic and cultural venues along the trail ▪
Nature and science ‘field guides’ available for trail segments  ▪
Local access and guides for day trips and student field trips ▪

Wellington Area, Heritage Trails, Wellington, New Zealand

www.wellington.govt.nz/services/heritage/

Wellington has an active municipal program to designate, protect, restore and actively 
utilize cultural and heritage resources.  As a part of their heritage programs the City 
has researched and developed a number of trails. The Te Ara O Nga Tupuna trail 
(translated from Maori as The Path of Our Ancestors) is a four hour coastal region trail 
highlighting Maori history and culture. It is notable that several of the Te Ara O Nga 
Tupuna trail sites have been built over and altered but are kept as significant heritage 
trail places nonetheless. Other heritage trails include an Old Shoreline Trail, Maritime 
Trail, Art Deco Heritage Trail, and two Northern Suburb Trails. 

Multiple cultural and historic trails  ▪
Maori Culture specific trail system ▪
Online trail guides for each trail ‘theme’  ▪
Walking and driving tours ▪
Trails correspond with heritage preservation district plans  ▪

The Te Ara O Nga Tupuna trail (translated 
from Maori as The Path of Our Ancestors) is a 
four hour coastal region trail highlighting Maori 
history and culture.

Cell phone audio tours are a way to provide 
information to tourists with fewer signs and 
maintenance requirements. 

The Potomac Heritage National Scenic Trail 
can be experienced by water; a possibility also 
for Eleuthera. 
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Lighthouse Point,  photos by Karen Gowen 
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LIGHTHOUSE POINT
 
A CASE FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

A SHARED VISION FOR SOUTH ELEUTHERA 



LIGHTHOUSE POINT 
A CASE FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

 
The previous section Renewing South Eleuthera presented an argument for 
strengthening communities through cultural development, building small businesses, 
regenerating the land, investing in infrastructure and connecting the settlements. 
This section of the report will explore how communities may sustainably capitalize 
on existing environmental and cultural resources through appropriately scaled new 
development.   

In any place, but especially on an island as delicate and sensitive as Eleuthera, 
proposed development needs to consider what the appropriate scale, footprint, visual 
character, social and environmental interactions should be. How can development 
projects, built for visitors and foreign residents embrace Eleutheran culture and 
enhance economic well being? Instead of repeating past practices and failures, 
can the planners and designers of new developments recognize this extraordinary 
opportunity to become facilitators of positive and sustainable projects that contribute 
to, rather than diminish, the spirit and dynamics of this unique place? 

Today planners and designers, prior to proposing their interventions, need to consult 
the system of environmental, cultural, social and economic contexts, in order for a 
project to succeed. It is also valuable to study precedents and best practices from 
around the world to see what has been tested and what works. This section of the 
report will take a closer look at Lighthouse Point, the southernmost area of South 
Eleuthera, to examine the possibilities for sustainable development.   

A SHARED VISION FOR SOUTH ELEUTHERA
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“The whole Island benefits from Lighthouse Point. . . keep it as 
real as possible [for future generations]”

“Eleuthera needs a product to revolutionize its tourism industry, 
you need a different product that can totally make a difference.”

Lighthouse Point is at the southernmost tip of 
Eleuthera. 

The limestone cliffs provide habitat for many 
avian species. The low scrub that grows on 
the limestone may provide habitat for the 
endangered Kirtland’s Warbler. 



“Lighthouse Beach. . . I truly believe that God lives there. 
. . All of this is [our responsibility]. . . we can start an 
educational process”

“We are at the crossroads of having to balance [an] 
economy with preserving what we have.”

Lighthouse Point – A Singular Place Within South Eleuthera

Usually the natural and historic elements of a region are dispersed throughout 
several sites.  Lighthouse Point is a rare place where most of the natural and historic 
features have converged, allowing school children, visitors, and future generations to 
experience this special array during a single visit to this southern tip of Eleuthera.  Its 
topography, ecology, avian habitat, beaches and reefs are all remarkable.  Its human 
history is still to be uncovered from ruins at the site and found in stories within the 
neighboring communities. The lighthouse itself and the spectacular panoramic views 
from the point are a destination for many of the Island’s residents and visitors. 

Tourism and development within the vicinity of Lighthouse Point can only be sustained 
through the preservation of this singular place. Lighthouse Point as a destination can 
support nearby future development, but can only do so if its essence as a place 
remains whole.  Preserving the land while  retaining access for locals and tourists to 
this extraordinary national treasure should be a priority in any plan for the future of 
the site.  
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The lighthouse of Lighthouse Point is still intact 
along with the remains of a cistern, a separate 
kitchen structure, and a nearby dock. The 
historic lighthouse was established in 1903 
- originally called the Eleuthera Island South 
East Point Light.

Cittarium pica, commonly known as whelks 
or wilks, shells have been found at the tip of 
Lighthouse Point near pre-historic tools and 
Palmetto ware. These discoveries suggest a 
Lucayan presence at the site.  

Remnants of an old dock just west of the 
lighthouse, and oral histories of the area, 
suggest a history of trade. More research would 
need to be conducted to understand the extent 
and types of trade conducted in the region. 

Research suggests that the sea cave at Lighthouse Point may 
have been used as a Lucayan ceremonial area. More research 
and on-site archeological study would need to be conducted to 
confirm this hypothesis.  



SITE AND CONTEXT

Environment 

The Lighthouse Point Area, defined by the map on the following page, is notable for 
its cohesive natural environment, long vistas and extensive extraordinary beaches. 
Within the area are broadleaf coppice forests, coastal dunes, coral reefs, saline 
ponds, salt meadows, brackish wetlands, limestone cliffs, rocky shores and white 
sand beaches. Both the number and diversity of ecosystems and the relative 
remoteness of the area contributes to the overall intrinsic environmental value of 
Lighthouse Point as a whole. Another critical environmental resource is Big Pond, 
which is a largely undisturbed rare hypersaline lake. Big Pond is a resource for 
scientific research, used by NASA and other scientific groups, for the study of 
biogenic structures. Site studies of Lighthouse Point have also identified over 50 
species of avian wildlife in the area. 

Site and Site Context

Diversity of ecosystems ▪
Extraordinary beaches  ▪
Preserved natural vistas ▪
Cultural and historic resources ▪
Complete lack of infrastructure ▪
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Cultural and Historical 

In addition to the environmental diversity of the area, the site and its immediate context have a number of notable cultural and historic 
resources that are currently underutilized. The lighthouse of Lighthouse Point is still intact along with the remains of a cistern, a separate 
kitchen structure, and a nearby dock. The historic lighthouse was established in 1903 - originally called the Eleuthera Island South East 
Point Light. To the northwest are the ruins of what used to be Bannerman Town; old homes, a church, stonewalls, and a large L shaped 
cistern mark a community that disappeared decades ago. Just north of Millars (the settlement now often called, incorrectly, Bannerman 
Town) are a series of building ruins collectively referred to as the Millars Plantation which has artifacts that date as early as the 1780’s, 
and may reveal a significant cultural and historic story about Eleuthera and The Bahamas. Recent preliminary archeological survey 
work has also noted the presence of Lucayan artifacts at Lighthouse Point that suggest the area may have been a ceremonial site.   

Many visitors have noted that Lighthouse Point can tell a comprehensive story about the cultural, historical and environmental history of 
Eleuthera, providing a unique educational and experiential tour opportunity for both Eleutherans and tourists alike.     

Princess Cays 

Princess Cays was built in South Eleuthera in 1992 as a private island destination for Princess Cruise Lines. In 2004 Princess Cays 
received over 80% of the tourist visitors to Eleuthera based on first port of entry. In 2004 over 173,000 guests came to Princess Cays 
(from a high of 245,000 a year before) compared to 2,394 visitors to Rock Sound recorded that same year (data is from the 2005 EDAW 
report). Given the significant tourism opportunity Princess Cays would normally present to South Eleuthera, it is notable that Millars 
and other nearby communities receive very little benefit from these nearby visitors. While the Bahamian Government does receive a 
$15 entry/exit fee per visitor, most guests do not leave the Princess Cays resort area to experience South Eleuthera. In recent years an 
island tour called ‘Taste of Eleuthera’ has been offered to cruise ship guests for $100, some of which goes to the local operator; typically 
a small fraction of guests opt to take this tour. There is also an island vendor area outside of the Princess Cays gates that guests can 
visit to purchase local crafts and souvenirs. Overall though, there is a great potential for more local tourism opportunities to mutually 
benefit Princess Cays guests and the surrounding communities. 
 
Millars (also known as Bannerman Town)

Millars is the southernmost settlement on Eleuthera, and is the closest settlement to Lighthouse Point. Millars is a small town consisting 
of several homes and structures and about 60 inhabitants including children. The Millars Plantation ruins are to the north of settlement 
and the ruins of old Bannerman Town are to the south (both are described in more detail later in the report). Despite the significant 
resources of Lighthouse Point, historic ruins and Princess Cays, Millars remains largely underdeveloped. 



BIG POND 

B A N N E R M A N 
TOWN RUINS

PRINCESS CAYS

MILLARS

MILLARS
PLANTATION

KOINONIA MINISTRIES 
CAMPGROUND

WHITE POND 
SHAD POND 

LIGHTHOUSE
 POINT 

ATLANTIC 
OCEAN

BIGHT OF 
ELEUTHERA

NORTH

APPROX 2000’ 

Ocean and Bight of Eleuthera

Undeveloped land (less than 50’ elevation)

Inland water bodies

Developed or disturbed land

Ruins of cultural / historical significance

Roads or significant cut paths 

“Cut-lines” typically paths or stone walls

Topography
100’ + dark green 
75’+ medium green
50’+ light green 

Pale green is less than 
50’ in elevation

SITE MAP

The map above shows the Lighthouse Point Area, as defined in this report. 
The map above was compiled from aerial photography, informal ground 
surveys and verification, and rough survey data from 1959 topographic and 
property boundary maps. All following diagrams and plans are based on this 
primary base plan. All scaled plans, dimensions, and areas put forth in this 
document should be considered approximate due to the lack of accurate 
survey data available for this study.
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SITE MAPPING ANALYSIS

A simple mapping analysis of existing site conditions with a site buffering and setback 
strategy yields a clear picture of how Lighthouse Point may be preserved. The map 
below shows the combined layering of a 500 ft coastal setback, 500 ft setbacks from 
all major water bodies, and a buffer zone established for known cultural resources. 
While setbacks greatly vary depending on country, region, species habitat, geology, 
ecology, topography and development history; a 500 ft setback is shown here for 
illustrative purposes. For comparison New Brunswick, Canada uses a 500 meter 
buffer (about 3 times greater than what is shown here) from significant coastal 
environments, coastal water bodies and wetlands, and cultural resources for all new 
development. 

This mapping exercise suggests that any future development that wishes to preserve 
the beauty and environmental integrity of Lighthouse Point would need to be not only 
set-back from the coastline but also set-back entirely from the coastal landscape 
south and east of Big Pond. 

Cultural and Historical Resource Zones

Coastal Buffer Zone

Water Bodies and Wetland Buffer Zones
Combined Buffer Zone, note that the zones essentially cut off the whole eastern and 
south eastern half of the Lighthouse Point Area.  
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THE IMPORTANCE OF BIG POND

Big Pond is a rare largely undisturbed hypersaline lake. Hypersaline lakes like Big 
Pond are inland bodies of water that have higher levels of salinity than the oceans. 
Conditions in hypersaline lakes are characterized by wide changes in salinity and 
acidity and are therefore challenging for life forms. Living organisms that manage to 
thrive in such conditions are of significant value to researchers in a variety of fields 
including medical research and genetics. Additionally, NASA scientists have been 
studying hypersaline lakes as sites for interpreting Mars meteorites and material 
samples. Despite that, the ecologies of hypersaline lakes have been deteriorating 
worldwide due to encroachment of human settlement. Big Pond is especially 
important in this regard due to the fact that it is surrounded by undeveloped land.  
As noted in the statement below from concerned scientists, each hypersaline lake 
is different and offers unique opportunities for research. Accordingly, Big Pond and 
its surroundings including Shad Pond and White Pond should be considered as 
environmental resources that must be protected from development impacts. Impacts 
from the existing road and any future uses of the area should be minimized and 
mitigated.

“Gorgeous patch reefs and golden beaches where turtles breed aside, the 
hypersaline lake, Big Pond, harbors many answers about the origin of life, 
climate change, even offers windows in deeply rooted medical research. 
. . This environment is truly UNIQUE, unrivaled in the entire world! Its 
sediments may appear slimy with thin crusty layers inside, but they are in 
fact time capsules of microbes and environmental conditions under which 
they are constructed. These ecosystems are similar to the earliest life forms 
we know of on Earth, going back over three billion years in time. . .  there 
are only a handful of ecosystems like this that remain on Earth today, all 
slightly different, each with its own unique characteristics.  We need to keep 
Big Pond. . .”

Excerpt from a 2009 Letter from Concerned Scientists to the Bahamian 
People regarding the future of Big Pond at Lighthouse Point 

The morning sun over Big Pond, a noted hypersaline lake
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Biostructures growing within hypersaline lakes 
may be unique to the specific lake and not 
found any where else in the world. 

Samples collected from hypersaline lakes are 
studied in laboratories. There may be a need 
for research team support on site to assist with 
the collection and documentation of samples.   

Students in South Eleuthera could be invited 
to work with visiting researchers to learn how 
to collect and analyze samples taken from Big 
Pond.  
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Recommended Low Impact Development Areas in yellow; Potentially Developable 
Areas in purple. 

Recommended Low Impact 
Development Areas Criteria

(areas shown in yellow) 

Land that is not within, nor require access  ▪
through, any of the designated coastal or 
water body buffer zones
Land which has no known significant cultural  ▪
/ historical resources within the immediate 
vicinity
Land which has evidence of existing site  ▪
disturbance
Land that is within approximately 500 ft of an  ▪
existing road or cut line 
Land that is above 50 ft in elevation (for  ▪
views, passive ventilation and flash flooding 
considerations) 

Potentially Developable Areas Criteria

(areas shown in purple)

Land that is not within, nor require access  ▪
through, any of the designated coastal or 
water body buffer zones
Land which has no known significant cultural  ▪
/ historical resources within the immediate 
vicinity
Within these areas proposed development  ▪
should be supported by existing infrastruc-
ture and not require extensive land clearing 

SITE ANALYSIS RECOMMENDATIONS

The site mapping analysis and the environmental and scientific significance of Big Pond strongly 
suggests that the east and south east section of the Lighthouse Point Area must be preserved in 
order to protect the overall integrity of the area. Semi developed and impacted  areas to the northwest 
near Princess Cays and elevated areas in the middle of the Island, set back from the coast and water 
bodies, may be more suitable for development. 

The site mapping analysis describes both of the areas that should be preserved and also suggests the 
areas that can be developed with the least potential environmental impact. The map below highlights 
Recommended Low Impact Development Areas in yellow, and higher impact Potentially Developable 
Areas in purple. The criteria for each of these areas are listed below .



A

B

C

DEVELOPMENT MODELS

The site analysis suggests that there are three types 
of development models that should be explored to 
cover the range of strategies for the Lighthouse Point 
Area. Each development model is based on the level of 
preservation desired and the corresponding acceptable 
level of impact associated with a given area. The following 
locations and development models are intended as 
studies for alternative development scenarios; they are 
not intended as prescriptive designs. Additionally each 
of the locations would require specific land surveys, 
geotechnical reports, tree surveys, habitat and water 
resource analysis before a true ‘site recommendation’ 
could be made. It should be noted that the three 
development models are not mutually exclusive, all 
three could be implemented and could benefit from one 
another through shared resources and collaboration. 

Compact Waterfront Development Model 

The Compact Waterfront Development Model is located in a  
Potentially Developable Area near the beach. This location 
has been selected primarily due to recent infrastructural 
improvements in the area, including a new road, drainage, 
nearby power lines and possibly a water line. The site has 
also been noted as a desirable diving area. While location A is 
not in a Recommended Low Impact Development Area it has 
been selected for study to explore concepts and guidelines 
for potential future development.

Low Impact Development Model 

As the name suggests, the Low Impact Development 
Model has been specifically sited to minimize impact to the 
surrounding environment. The site is within the southernmost 
Recommended Low Impact Development Area and is elevated 
enough to have excellent panoramic views of Lighthouse 
Point. The site has nearby road and beach access and has 
also been previously impacted by paths and limestone walls 
cut within the coppice. 

Preservation Model 

Lighthouse Point as a destination can support nearby future 
development, but can only do so if its essence as a place 
remains whole. This model establishes a preserve, with no 
land development within the immediate vicinity of Lighthouse 
Point, including the areas east and south of Big Pond. 
This is accomplished by securing the land as a preserve, 
implementing a range of preservation and regeneration 
programs, and establishing boundaries, camp sites, entry 
points, designated pathways, waste infrastructure and visitor 
way stations. 

A

B

C

A

B
C
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Compact Waterfront 
Development Model Low Impact Development Model Preservation Model

Location Potentially Developable Areas ▪ Recommended Low Impact  ▪
Development Areas 
Potentially Developable Areas ▪

Recommended for the south and  ▪
southeast Lighthouse Point Area 

Water Water service from existing /     ▪
nearby  infrastructure
Low flow fixtures ▪
Supplemental rainwater tanks ▪

Potable and cooking water delivered  ▪
in containers 
Shower and cleaning water from  ▪
harvested rainwater and perhaps on-
site back-up well 

No running water  ▪
Potable and cooking water must be  ▪
carried in or purchased locally for 
delivery to camp sites

Energy Electricity provided through existing  ▪
infrastructure 
Augmented by solar hot water, solar  ▪
PV cells and/or wind 
High efficiency luminaires and  ▪
appliances; low-e glazing / insulation
Alternative technology deployment  ▪
such as sea based cooling 

Solar hot water, solar PV  ▪
High efficiency luminaires and fans,  ▪
and minimal outlet capacity 
Central area / restaurant may have  ▪
generator for limited hours daily 
Central area / restaurant requires  ▪
propane gas for cooking and 
refrigeration 

Small scale deployment of solar PV  ▪
for ranger and emergency use only 
Lighting by LED lanterns, limited night  ▪
use on beaches during sea turtle 
nesting season 

Waste Recyclables collected and added to  ▪
future district recycling program 
Waste organic matter to be composted;  ▪
used for garden soil  
Other waste removed through  ▪
municipal / district service
Re-usable goods containers  ▪

Waste organic matter to be  ▪
composted; used for soil by nearby 
farms and gardens 
All other waste to be carried out by  ▪
visitors who brought it 
Reusable goods containers ▪

All waste to be carried out by visitors  ▪
who brought it; strict carry in / carry 
out policy
Beach debris collection areas  ▪

Wastewater Composting toilets minimize  ▪
wastewater generation
Grey water from showers and cooking  ▪
treated through vegetated swales and 
recharged into water table

Composting toilets minimize  ▪
wastewater generation
Grey water from showers and cooking  ▪
treated through vegetated swales and 
recharged into water table

Composting toilets located at  ▪
waystations at various locations 
within park 

Building Type Moderate Impact: compact dense  ▪
development, small structures on 
stilts, green building materials, 
insulated living areas

Low Impact: basic wood structures  ▪
on stilts, minimal foundations and 
cleared land, passive ventilation with 
fans 

Minimal Impact: fabric tents and/or  ▪
hammock tents, temporary platforms, 
small permanent waystations for 
bathrooms and storage

Transport Paved road connects to Queens  ▪
Highway, minimal parking area 
Beach dockage by small boats ▪
Boat, kayak/canoe and bike rentals   ▪

Unpaved path for pedestrians and  ▪
bicycles; utility and service vehicles 
only
Parking in Millars, transport to site by  ▪
boat, shuttle, bike rental or on foot

Unpaved path for pedestrians and  ▪
bicycles; utility and service vehicles 
only
Parking in Millars, transport to site by  ▪
boat, shuttle, bike rental or on foot

Communications Regular phone and internet  ▪
infrastructure

Possible cell phone reception  ▪
Possible satellite internet connection  ▪
at central area / restaurant 

Possible cell phone reception  ▪

DEVELOPMENT MODEL GUIDELINES
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COMPACT WATERFRONT DEVELOPMENT MODEL

The Compact Waterfront Development Model examines the appropriate siting, 
design, construction methodology, and operations of a permanent development within 
a Potentially Developable Area (as previously defined). The goal of the model is to 
explore environmental design opportunities for waterfront sites that can be applied to 
future development plans. This model emphasizes compact development to limit land 
clearing and suggests a number of environmental systems and sustainable design 
strategies. The development has modern accommodations similar to most new small 
scale hotels, and is proposed as a mainstream lodging experience. The unique 
quality of the development stems primarily from its location with beach access, diving 
and boating, proximity to Millars, cultural areas to explore, and nearby access to 
Lighthouse Point. The model utilizes a ‘condo hotel’ ownership system in order to 
maximize potential local investment and ownership.

Compact Waterfront Development Model Location Diagram 

Above, the local Potentially Developable Area is shown in purple, the locally higher 
elevation is shown in green, existing roads in white, cultural resources in red and existing 
paths shown in yellow. 

Princess Cays 1. 
Road to Millars and Princess Cays2. 
Local grave site along beach, footpath and beach access north to Princess Cays 3. 
Local road to the beach from Millars and Lighthouse Point4. 
Anglican Church ruins5. 
Ruins of old homes (Bannerman Town)6. 
General area of Bannerman Town and ‘Criggley’7. 
“L” shaped fresh water cistern, possibly of historic value8. 
Existing rough paths denoted in yellow9. 
Locally higher elevation noted in green, up to 10 feet above sea level, though exact elevation 10. 
is not known. Areas to the west of the green highlighted area are lower in elevation.  

11.   Overlap of Potentially Developable Area and locally higher elevation 
12.   Purple zones denote Potentially Developable Areas as shown on page 50.
13.   Inland ephemeral salt ponds; any development should be set back from these ponds as well  
        as the from the coast 
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The site of the Compact Waterfront Develop-
ment Model is just south of Princess Cays and 
could provide cruise ship passengers with a lo-
cal alternative to the offerings within the gates 
of the resort. 
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LIGHTHOUSE POINT 
COMPACT WATERFRONT DEVELOPMENT MODEL

This model emphasizes com-
pact development that limits 
land clearing and recommends 
a number of environmental sys-
tems and sustainable design 
strategies. The development 
has modern accommodations 
and is proposed as a main-
stream lodging experience.

Site Highlights 

Connected to existing road, water, and energy infrastructure ▪
Promotes access for public beach and restaurant/ bar use ▪
Excellent access to coral and fish dive sites  ▪
Beach dockage for small boats and dive equipment storage ▪
Utilization of existing cut lines and paths for development layout  ▪
Utilization of elevated ridge for main developed area ▪
Direct beach access for Princess Cays guests   ▪

   
Environmental Design Guidelines

Elevated structures to minimize land clearing, risk of flooding, and to maximize views ▪
Tree and land surveys to maximize tree retention for shade and cooling ▪
Compact unit development along elevated walkways set within coppice ▪
Stormwater bioswales adjacent to all roadways and parking  ▪
Simple post and beam structures on piers for low impact construction ▪
Use of green building materials, finishes and reflecting white roofs   ▪
Rainwater harvesting cisterns, low flow fixtures and composting toilets  ▪
High efficiency luminaires, appliances, and fans  ▪
Insulated living areas, with high efficiency AC (possible use of sea cooling)   ▪
Solar hot water, solar PV cells and/or wind with net metering grid tie-in ▪
Reusable service and packaging containers to minimize waste  ▪
Compost organic waste for kitchen gardens, fruit trees and to share with local farmers  ▪
Coral and coastal regeneration program; marine preserve agreement for area ▪

Economic Development Potential 

Condo hotel model for affordable local investment and unit ownership  ▪
Direct employment, training and transportation programs with Millars and Wemyss Bight ▪
Beach side bar and restaurant (with access from Princess Cays)  ▪
Possible beach vendors and entertainment (with access from Princess Cays) ▪
Tour programs utilizing Lighthouse Point, Millars Plantation and the Bannerman Town Ruins  ▪
Dive center and shop business opportunity  ▪
Local green cleaning and laundry services ▪
Local food purchasing agreement with nearby farms and fisherman ▪
Local construction and maintenance agreements to support small businesses  ▪

Small vessels can be beached for day-to-day 
use by guests and rented by dive parties. 

Dive and snorkeling instructors may teach school 
groups in addition to tourists. Image above from 
Chumbe Island Case Study on page 69.  

The main restaurant and common area should be elevated enough to have extensive views 
to the south and west while remaining setback from the actual coastline. The images above 
and left are from the Bay of Fires Lodge Case Study on page 68.  
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Compact Waterfront Development Model 

Public beach with direct beach access to and from Princess Cays  1. 
Road to Millars, Princess Cays, and Lighthouse Point2. 
Improved existing road /path to accommodate new development3. 
Parking strip adjacent to improved road 4. 
Semi private beach access and boat landing 5. 
Beach bar, small dive shop, and bathroom6. 
Path from development area to the beach   7. 
Restaurant, bar and common area 8. 
Vegetable gardens and fruit tree orchards adjacent to parking lot9. 
Linear elevated walkway with connected condo / hotel units 10. 
Existing cut line utilized for pond and beach access 11. 
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Chumbe Island Case Study on page 69 documents a unique hybrid waterfront and preserve 
model that merges the ‘beach front experience’ with sustainable design practices. 

Elevated walkways help to minimize impact to 
the land, preserve trees (and the associated 
shade and cooling they provide), reduce the 
risk of flood damage and provide access to el-
evated units with views above the coppice.    

The development area should be situated at the highest local 
elevation possible; shown in green above. 



CASE STUDIES :   Compact Waterfront Development

Soneva Fushi, Resorts by Six Senses, The Maldives

www.sixsenses.com/soneva-fushi 

Green Globe benchmarks used for all Soneva resorts, Fushi is currently certified   ▪
 Bronze by Green Globe and is seeking Silver level certification. Factors include  
 energy, water, waste, cleaning/chemicals, overall practices and commitment to   
 the community 

The resort has a resident marine biologist, permaculturalist, and environmental   ▪
 manager

Large segments of the 100 acre island remain untouched from the development   ▪
 for preservation, hiking and to help provide shade and passive cooling for the  
 resort

A 2% carbon offset tax paid by guests goes to support the funding of rural wind   ▪
 projects in southern India (replacing the use of coal) 

An innovative deep sea cooling system provides alternative air conditioning and   ▪
 reduces the energy consumption of the resort by 20% (as well as approximately  
 $200,000 a year in imported fuel; the system will pay for itself in 4 years.) 

Reusable bottles and bulk containers are used by the resort, waste is separated,   ▪
 organic waste and cardboard are composted, waste oil and wood are used as  
 fuel, glass is crushed and used for construction, and rechargeable batteries are  
 utilized to greatly reduce landfilling.  

Potable water is never imported, all potable water is produced through    ▪
 desalination and bottled in reusable containers. 

Use of recycled teak, FSC (Forest Stewardship Council) certified wood, old    ▪
 telephone poles, and locally crafted furniture

Organic vegetable gardens, fruit trees, herb gardens and a mushroom hut    ▪
 provide food to the resort. 

Community activities include week long nature ‘awareness’ tours with students   ▪
 from the capital city Male

.5% of annual revenue goes to local and global community and environmentally   ▪
 based projects

A ‘little green book’ is provided for each resort documenting the social,    ▪
 environmental and community programs of each resort, local wildlife and actions  
 guests can take to reduce their environmental footprint 

A range of rooms (65 total), options and packages typically cost $535 - $1,050   ▪
 per night
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LIGHTHOUSE POINT 
COMPACT WATERFRONT DEVELOPMENT MODEL

Above, the Soneva Fushi deep sea cooling system provides alternative climate control by 
pumping cold seawater through the resort air conditioning systems. While the pumps require 
energy to operate, they are significantly more efficient than operating individual condensers 
and save over $200,000 a year in imported fuel.  The system is expected to pay for itself in 4 
years. (This type of system only works when deep sea water is available near land.)

Soneva Fushi’s 100 acre island remains largely 
preserved while functioning as a profitable high-
end resort

Most resort units are nestled within the land-
scape with selective views of the water. 

Seating above the canopy; in the distance the 
Soneva Fushi observatory.  

The resort is constructed from recycled timbers  
and FSC certified wood.  



Misool Eco Resort, Raja Ampat, Indonesia

www.misoolecoresort.com 

Misool is a small resort and 100,000 acre marine reserve (no fishing) within    ▪
 the Raja Ampat,  a 44 Million acre Marine Park. Raja Ampat includes seven   
 Marine Protected Areas that were established in 2007 due to the joint efforts of  
 Conservation International, The Nature Conservancy, The Coral Reef Alliance,  
 and the local Indonesian government.

The Misool marine reserve is leased from the local Bahale and Yelfom families   ▪
 for 25 years for use as a reserve for the resort and is protected by law.  Misool  
 patrols their local reserve. 

All lumber used to build Misool has been milled from salvaged driftwood and    ▪
 free-fallen timbers collected in Raja Ampat and the nearby island of Seram. All  
 furniture is also handcrafted from this material. Thatch roofs are harvested locally  
 and coconut fibers are used for insulation.  

The resort features a large dive center designed to accommodate recreational   ▪
 divers as well as professional photographers and videographers

The restaurant sources local and organic food, and prepares traditional    ▪
 Indonesian meals

Experimenting with wind and solar at a small scale, considering coconut biodiesel ▪
Most workers at Misool come from the nearby village of Yellu; workers have a say   ▪

 in their terms of employment and all employees are offered health care
Misool is partnered with the charity Misool Conservation Centre which runs    ▪

 a number of projects including the local ranger patrol, turtle rescue efforts,   
 supporting the Dabatan School and reef restoration

The resort has 8 cottages and 1 villa, prices range from $290-$350 per person per   ▪
 night (depending on accommodation type and season)  and include meals (except  
 alcohol) and transport. 
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Structures built over the water are laid out 
to avoid sensitive marine areas. In some 
cases structures were built over coral reef 
areas that were previously bombed for 
fish, which are now a part of reef regen-
eration projects. 

Misool established a 100,000 acre marine re-
serve as a part of the resort, both for the envi-
ronment and to protect the marine environment 
visitors come to experience. 

All lumber used to build Misool has been locally  
milled from salvaged driftwood and free-fallen 
timbers collected in Raja Ampat and the nearby 
island of Seram.

Please note:  International precedents should be understood as examples selected for their topical relevance, innovation, 
site specificity, and successful track record- not as specific recommendations for Eleuthera. Building materials, building 
types, and technologies suitable for other projects may or may not be appropriate for Eleuthera. 



LOW IMPACT DEVELOPMENT MODEL

The Low Impact Development Model examines the appropriate siting, design, 
construction methodology and operations of a permanent development within 
the southernmost Recommended Low Impact Development Area. The goal of 
this model is to minimize environmental impact while creating local ownership 
and small business enterprise opportunities within a remote context. This 
model utilizes furnished private accommodations including private bathrooms 
with (limited use) showers, access to communications and a restaurant/ café 
common area. The accommodations may not be suitable for all visitors, but will 
appeal to certain visitors seeking an experience that provides close contact with 
the surrounding natural environment. 

Low Impact Development Model 
Location Diagram

Left, the southernmost Recommended Low 
Impact Development Area highlighted in yellow.

Direct road access to existing cut line 2.4 miles 1. 
from Millars. This area will require widening and 
grading but less so than other locations. 
The orange line is an existing stone wall and col-2. 
lapsed stone wall cut line. Likely a property line 
(based on old surveys) but may be reused as a 
path or  widened as an access roadway.
Area highlighted in yellow represents the total 3. 
recommended development area which is ap-
proximately 17 acres and 1000 linear ft along the 
south side of the cut line.
Beach access approximately 1800 ft from the 4. 
road via the existing cut line. The site therefore 
offers easy ‘local’ beach access in addition to ac-
cess to the southern beaches- approximately .5 
mile, and to Lighthouse Beach- approximately 1 
mile via the existing cut lines, road and path. 
Existing road south to southern beaches and 5. 
Lighthouse  Point.    

Above, southernmost Recommended Low 
Impact Development Area within the orange 
outline is shown in detail below.  
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Above, the cut line within the southernmost Recommended Low Impact Development Area, shown in plan on the previous page. 
These lines within the landscape are typically limestone boulder walls, likely created as property boundaries while workers removed 
boulders from agricultural plots. The diagonal cut lines roughly match the property plats indicated in the 1959 surveys. Walls vary 
from 2’ to 5’ in height and the cut line and associated disturbance varies in width from 3’ to 12’ in most areas. 

Above, the view standing approximately 7’ above 
grade (taken from tree climbing, see below), from 
southernmost Recommended Low Impact Development 
Area. From this viewpoint one can experience a greater 
than 270 degree viewshed including Lighthouse Point 
(and the lighthouse), Big Pond, White Pond, Shad Pond, 
the Atlantic Ocean and the Bight of Eleuthera. 

The Recommended Low Impact Development Area topography and terrain 
suggests an elevated platform development model to reduce land clearing 
and erosion, maximize views and passive ventilation and remain above 
flash flooding. Older Eleutherans have also suggested that this building 
style has been in practice on Eleuthera for generations. 

The remoteness, extremely limited infrastructure and 
resources, and the physical and environmental character 
of the area greatly influence the feasibility of programming 
and design concepts for the site.



Site Highlights 

Safely distanced from coast and water bodies for low impact construction ▪
Excellent panoramic views of Lighthouse Point from 7’ above grade ▪
Ideal location for daylighting and passive ventilation  ▪
Existing impacted land and cut line access may be utilized as path and service road  ▪
Nearby connection to existing roadway (requires improvements) ▪
No parking; transport, service and delivery vehicles only  ▪
Approximately 1.8 miles from the nearest power line encourages off-grid investment ▪
Good local beach access and access to Lighthouse Beach (by foot, bike, or boat)  ▪

Environmental Design Guidelines

Elevated structures to minimize land clearing and risk of flash flooding ▪
Tree and land surveys to maximize tree retention for shade and cooling ▪
Compact unit development set within coppice, limited construction equipment access ▪
Stormwater bioswales adjacent to all roadways  ▪
Simple post and beam structures on piers for low impact construction ▪
Use of green durable exterior building materials and reflecting white roofs   ▪
Rainwater harvesting cisterns, limited use hand pumped showers/sinks, delivered potable   ▪

 and cooking water and composting toilets 
High efficiency LED lights and lanterns, insulated coolers and limited electrical outlet power ▪
Passive ventilation with high efficiency fans, screen partitions and mosquito netting ▪
Easy unit close-up and/or breakdown and stow-away for hurricanes      ▪
Solar hot water and solar PV cells for limited use applications  ▪
Reusable service and packaging containers to minimize waste  ▪
Compost organic waste to share with local farmers, other waste removed from site by those   ▪

 who brought it 
Coppice and coastal regeneration program; preserve management for surrounding area ▪
Remote site access and limited / unknown consumer demand promotes gradual small scale   ▪

 development 

Economic Development Potential 

Condo hotel model for affordable local investment and unit ownership  ▪
Direct employment, training and transportation programs with Millars and Wemyss Bight ▪
Small bar, restaurant and common area   ▪
Tour programs utilizing Lighthouse Point, Millars Plantation and the Bannerman Town Ruins  ▪
Local services for management, transport, food and hospitality services ▪
Local green cleaning and laundry services ▪
Local food purchasing agreement with nearby farms and fisherman ▪
Local construction and maintenance agreements to support small businesses ▪
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LIGHTHOUSE POINT 
A CASE FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

LOW IMPACT DEVELOPMENT MODEL

While ‘low impact development’ may be defined in a number of ways, the intent for 
this study is to examine design possibilities that limit environmental degradation 
while promoting site access and opportunities for local and regional economic 
development. The remoteness, extremely limited infrastructure and resources, and 
the physical and environmental character of the area greatly influence the feasibility 
of programming and design concepts for the site.

“small structures, small ac-
commodations, which will 
not destroy nature. Small 
villages, beaten paths con-
necting. . . walk through the 
gardens.”  

Above, a platform tent unit at the Paperbark 
Camp which is located near the Jervis Bay 
Marine Reserve in Australia. 

Above, custom tree houses by Baunraum are 
each designed for their unique sites and views. 
Artist designed units could be created for the 
low impact site in Eleuthera. 



The goal of the model is to minimize environmental impact while 
creating local ownership and small business enterprise opportu-
nities within a remote context. The accommodations will appeal 
to certain visitors seeking an outdoors experience that provides 
close contact with the surrounding natural environment. 

Low Impact Development Model 

Beach access, boat landing, beach shelter, bar, and bathroom1. 
Restaurant, bar and common area2. 
Approximately 15 acre higher elevation area north of cut line for additional units   3. 
(if justified by demand)
Improved service road and path along linear cut line with lodging units to the south4. 
Existing cut lines and walls near beach   5. 
Nature trails planned to concentrate circulation and reduce impact on habitat6. 
Access to Shad Pond 7. 
Road to Lighthouse Point, limited vehicular access 8. 
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Above, above right, and right, the Hapuku Lodge Tree Houses in Kaikoura, New Zealand 
which are described further in appendix A. The tree houses are built 30 feet above grade to 
allow for panoramic views of the water - in particular for whale watching. The tree houses 
are constructed from sustainably sourced lumber and salvaged timbers. The Low Impact 
Development Model could utilize similar tree houses, though significantly shorter, to obtain 
views and breezes above the dense coppice.   



CASE STUDIES :   Low Impact Development Model

Maho Bay Campgrounds  and Concordia Estates
Maho Bay, St. John, US Virgin Islands

www.maho.org

A pioneering low impact development project started in 1976  ▪
‘Eco-tents’, studios and community buildings mostly built above grade and    ▪

 connected through raised boardwalks. This low impact development strategy   
 protects habitat, reduces run-off and erosion, promotes improved passive   
 ventilation and creates a network to run utilities above ground.  

Adjacent to the US Virgin Islands National Park (part of the site is a preserve as   ▪
 well, as is 60% of St. John) 

Green building materials (mostly imported) are used throughout all construction,   ▪
 much of it is created from recycled products. 

Gravity fed cisterns, package waste water treatment, gray/black water    ▪
 irrigation systems and composting toilets. 

Solar hot water and solar PV (in addition to energy efficient fixtures and    ▪
 appliances) 

On-site recycling and exporting, some glass re-used in glass blowing artwork   ▪
 and demonstrations 

Water and land based ecotourism, art studios and workshops, holistic retreats   ▪
 and work programs.  

139 eco tents and 21 studios available on two resorts, costs range from $135-  ▪
 $185 for Eco tents, Studios $160-$225 (rates close to half in off-season) 
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LIGHTHOUSE POINT 
LOW IMPACT DEVELOPMENT MODEL

Maho Bay Eco-tents overlooking the adjacent  
USVI National Park.

The eco-tent units are small and simple; they 
are made from durable green materials. 

Elevated walkways connect to common areas 
and units throughout the development. 



Lapa Rios, Costa Rica

www.laparios.com

The Lapa Rios Rainforest Ecolodge overlooks the Pacific Ocean and is set within   ▪
 a private nature reserve spread over 900 acres of the last remaining   
 lowland tropical rainforest in Costa Rica. 

Located near the 100,000 acre Corcovado National Park on the Osa Peninsula,   ▪
 Lapa Rios was created as a conservation area in partnership with the Nature   
 Conservancy and CEDARENA 

Lapa Rios supports the conservation of the rainforest and provides direct    ▪
 employment and income to more than 45 families in the area. The Ecolodge   
 employs only community members, is committed to environmentally   
 sound practices and has been awarded Costa Rica’s highest sustainable tourism  
 certification.

Reforestation has increased due to the efforts of Lapa Rios and employees have  ▪
increased their income over non-tourism related neighbors. Job training has also 
increased due to Lapa Rios. A study by Stanford University has confirmed Lapa 
Rios’ substantial contribution to local livelihoods and environmental conservation.
Laps Rios has a number of ecotourism opportunities including hiking the national   ▪

 preserve or the local trails, planting trees, assisting with wildlife research,   
 kayaking, marine life tours, indigenous medicine tours or even a soccer match  
 with the local community

70% of the materials for construction are made from local renewable resources.   ▪
 Over 25,000 native “suita” palms have been planted for future thatch roof   
 replacement.

Solar hot water, some solar PV, composting and recycling programs have been   ▪
 implemented. Food waste that cannot be composted is given to pigs which in-turn  
 produce waste and gas that is used for fuel. 

Lapa Rios established the Carbonera School in 1993 as a part of its community   ▪
 outreach 

The Ecolodge has 18 bungalows; rates range in cost from $215 to $650 per    ▪
 night depending on the number of guests and season. The rates are all inclusive. 
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Lapa Rios is built within the forest, elevated 
and away from the coastline. 

Common areas overlook the forest and the 
coast, as do most of the guest units. 

Open air units rely on passive ventilation, fans 
and mosquito nets.  

Some food waste is fed to pigs which in-turn 
creates waste that is used to make biogas as 
an energy source for the resort. 

Please note:  International precedents should be understood as examples selected for their 
topical relevance, innovation, site specificity, and successful track record- not as specific 
recommendations for Eleuthera. Building materials, building types and technologies suitable 
for other projects may or may not be appropriate for Eleuthera. 



PRESERVATION MODEL

The presence and layering of environmental, cultural and historical resources speaks to the importance of recognizing the value of 
Lighthouse Point and the need to both preserve its sense of place while exploring sustainable strategies for tapping its economic 
potential. Sustainability by definition implies the ability to sustain, to support. Tourism and development within the vicinity of 
Lighthouse Point can only be sustained through the preservation of this singular place. Lighthouse Point as a destination can 
support nearby future development (as shown in the previous two models), but can only do so if its essence as a place remains 
whole.  Preserving the land while  retaining access for locals and tourists to this extraordinary national treasure should be a priority 
in any plan for the future of the site.  

A Preservation Model for Lighthouse Point is based on establishing an operational protocol and minimal infrastructure necessary to 
expand upon the current range of activities while limiting human environmental disturbance at the site. Currently many Eleutherans 
and tourists visit Lighthouse Point for recreation, leisure, site seeing, hiking, educational tours and crabbing in a manner similar 
to that of a nature preserve. This model establishes a formal Preserve, with no land development within the immediate vicinity 
of Lighthouse Point. The model however, does not preclude the two previous development models which may exist within or 
outside of the Preserve management area. All economic development within and around the Preserve should be based upon a 
‘leave no trace’ policy both for the sake of the environment and those visiting next. This is accomplished by securing the land as 
a preservation area, implementing a range of preservation and regeneration programs, and establishing boundaries, entry points, 
designated pathways, waste infrastructure and visitor way stations. The Preserve may also be a part of The Bahamas commitment 
under The Nature Conservancy’s Caribbean Challenge to preserve 10 percent of the terrestrial areas and 20 percent of the near-
shore marine resources within the country. 
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While much of the Lighthouse Point Area was likely previously impacted by 
agricultural development, the site still contains a number of natural treasures 
that have regenerated overtime. Within the dense coppice are numerous 
patches of bromeliads, land crabs, wild goats, avian habitat, old stone walls 
and a range of unique terrestrial and aquatic areas. A full inventory of the 
proposed Preserve would need to be conducted to identify special areas 
while allowing the public to explore and discover the hidden beauty.   

LIGHTHOUSE POINT 
A CASE FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

Tourism and development within the 
vicinity of Lighthouse Point can only be 
sustained through the preservation of this 
singular destination. 



Lighthouse Point 
Preservation Model

Millars Plantation Historical and 1. 
Cultural Area 
Millars: restaurant, rentals, sup-2. 
plies, support services, transport, 
potential future lodging, tourist 
information, parking   
Possible sustainable farming  3. 
demonstration and tour 
Southernmost private motor 4. 
vehicle access point
Bannerman Town Ruins Historical  5. 
and Cultural Area, primary access  
through existing cut lines 
Preservation Area Main Entry 6. 
Point, ranger station, ranger park-
ing (at existing pull-off)
Big Pond Access Point 7. 
Coastal dune trails, beach ac-8. 
cess, beach camping, beach and 
ocean recreation
Hiking trails and western beach  9. 
access, primary access through  
existing cut lines
South beach access, beach 10. 
camping, snorkeling/diving area
Historic lighthouse and associ-11. 
ated structures, interpretive area 
Regeneration of coastal land-12. 
scape and designated trail access
Protection of marine resources 13. 
through land based and marine 
stewardship 
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The minimum recommended Lighthouse Point Preservation Area, approximately 485 acres, is shown 
above in green. The Lighthouse Point Preserve extended management area, approximately 950 acres, is 
shown above in green and yellow. 
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Red dots indicate potential way-
station locations with composting 
toilets, signage / maps, emer-
gency communications and first-
aid kits. 
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Site Highlights 

Existing impacted roads and cut line access may be utilized as paths and  ▪
service road 
No parking; transport and service vehicles only  ▪
Vehicle parking in Millars with access to the Preserve by foot, bike, vehicular  ▪
transport service or boat
Grading and vegetated swale improvements to existing roadway ▪
Designated Preserve entry points by land (along road, beaches and  ▪
designated paths) 
Way stations provided with composting toilet outhouses, ranger storage,  ▪
beach refuse collection areas, first aid kits and emergency call boxes
Small storage areas for camping, diving, surfing etc. gear rentals (associated  ▪
with waystations)

Environmental Design Guidelines

No permanent development except for small low impact waystations  ▪
Stormwater bioswales adjacent to all roadways  ▪
Use of green durable exterior building materials and small solar PV for  ▪
waystations 
Use of lighting discouraged during turtle nesting season ▪
Temporary platforms, tents and hammocks in designated locations to  ▪
minimize disturbance
Designated fire pit / cooking areas cleared of debris  ▪
New designated hiking paths created to concentrate circulation and reduce  ▪
environmental impact 
‘Leave no trace’ waste policy supplemented by beach debris collection  ▪
points near waystations  
Coppice, coastal and marine preservation and regeneration programs ▪
Protection and research of Big Pond, White Pond and Shad Pond ▪
Environmental tours and environmental management workshops   ▪

Limiting vehicular access within the preservation 
area minimizes human impact and provides 
opportunities for rentals and transport services. 

Hammock tents provide another low impact camping 
alternative, protecting visitors from mosquitoes 
while allowing close access to the beach. Small waystations provide composting toilets 

and emergency equipment. These waystations 
may double as storage units for camping and 
recreational rental businesses. Left, an example of 
a stand-alone composting unit by Clivus Multrum, a 
US based company that has built units for parks in 
remote locations. 

LIGHTHOUSE POINT 
PRESERVATION MODEL

Lighthouse Beach is an ideal location for recreational 
activities and instruction. 
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The Sal Salis Ningaloo Reef is an exclusive safari camp hidden in the 
white sand dunes of Western Australia’s Cape Range National Park. 
Nine wilderness tents are just yards from the water’s edge and  fringing 
coastal coral reef. Sal Salis accommodation is marketed as ‘Wild 
Bush Luxury’, and costs around $600-$1000 per person per night (all 
inclusive). The experience within the natural environment is a critical 
part of the marketing of the small camp resort. Most of the activities are 
based within the surrounding environment including sea kayaking, hiking 
and snorkeling. Sal Salis is a good example of the economic potential of 
a small sustainable tent resort within a world-class environment. 

Economic Development Potential
 

A Lighthouse Point Preserve will protect and enhance the  ▪
land value and investment potential for other development 
models and surrounding communities. The Preserve will be 
the reason people will want to develop in this area.  
Site utilized for educational workshops, tours and camping  ▪
excursions 
Direct employment, training and transportation programs with  ▪
Millars and Wemyss Bight
Bike, kayak and canoe rentals; horseback tours  ▪
On-site diving / snorkeling / surfing / windsurfing / kiteboarding  ▪
instruction and rentals
Restaurant in Millars, picnic basket rental, camping food  ▪
supplies, catering at the site (with environmental guidelines) 
Naturalist, bird watching, bush medicine, fishing and crabbing  ▪
guided tours and educational workshops
Camping equipment rentals: tents, hammocks, LED lanterns,  ▪
insulated coolers, mosquito netting
Camping services: tent set-up and take-down, food/water/ ▪
diving tank delivery
Scientific field work support services  ▪
Transport services (by vehicle or boat)  ▪
Tour programs utilizing Lighthouse Point, Millars Plantation,  ▪
and the Bannerman Town Ruins 
Minimal fee for Bahamian visitors, hunting/crabbing/fishing  ▪
licenses available for locals  
Entry fee for non-Bahamians  ▪
Entry fee for boaters coming on-shore ▪

CASE STUDY :   Preservation  Model

Sal Salis Ningaloo Reef

www.salsalis.com.au

Beach side camping may not be for everybody, 
but the economic potential of a small scale 
sustainable camping resort within a world class 
environment is undeniable. 

Boaters come ashore at Lighthouse Point and set up tents, umbrellas 
and have picnics, as shown above. Currently there is no charge for the 
use of the world-class Lighthouse Beach and the local communities 
don’t benefit from the use of the beach by tourists. School groups 
also camp at Lighthouse Beach, an activity which could continue and 
be improved (with composting toilets for instance) with limited camp 
ground development.     



LIGHTHOUSE POINT 
PRESERVATION MODEL

CASE STUDIES :   Preservation  Model

Bay of Fires Lodge and Forester Beach Camp, Tasmania, Australia

www.bayoffires.com.au 

Bay of Fires Lodge is set on 86 acres of private property next to Mt William    ▪
 National Park in the northeastern corner of Tasmania, while the associated   
 Forester Lodge is set within the National Park. 

The Bay of Fires Lodge is setback from the beach on a ridge 120 feet above the   ▪
 coastline. The Forester Lodge is built with temporary structures on the back side  
 of the coastal dune. Both are sited sensitively to minimize impact to the land.  

The site is reached by foot from a private vehicle road approximately 600 ft     ▪
 away, no infrastructure (power lines, water lines, sewer) connect to the Lodge.

The lodge is only utilized in the warmer months to eliminate the need for heating. ▪
Out of respect for local sacred Aboriginal sites, approval was sought from the   ▪

 Aboriginal Land Council before siting the building. Koori groups were consulted  
 when developing the interpretation for the guided walks.

The Lodge is powered with solar PV and a back-up generator; gas is used for   ▪
 cooking

The building design focuses on natural light, passive ventilation and minimizing   ▪
 disturbance to the land (only 3 trees were cut down to clear the site for the   
 Lodge) 

Water for showers and sinks is hand pumped from the water tank by guests to   ▪
 a header tank on the roof. This hands-on approach to water use, and visibility of  
 tanks was designed to give guests a greater appreciation of their water usage  
 and encourage conservation.

30,000 gallons of rainwater cistern storage (in 5 tanks) are able to accommodate   ▪
 the guests and staff

Local tradesmen participated in the Lodge construction and are involved in    ▪
 ongoing maintenance.

Local produce and Tasmanian wines are a part of prepared meals. ▪
The Lodge can accommodate 20 guests and 6 staff. Bathrooms, dinning and    ▪

 lounge areas are all communal. Prices are $500 per person per night and include  
 meals. 
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The Preservation Model Case 
Studies show sustainable de-
velopments working within pre-
serves- creating opportunities 
to experience and learn about 
the environment while minimiz-
ing impact to the land.  

The Forester Lodge is within Mt. William Na-
tional Park and utilizes temporary platforms and 
tents set behind a coastal dune. 

The Bay of Fires Lodge is on private land adja-
cent to Mt. William National Park, and is a more 
permanent structure compared to the Forester 
Lodge. The Bay of Fires Lodge is set within the 
forest with views overlooking the coastline. 

The Bay of Fires Lodge is an excellent example of sustainable compact 
lodging. The living quarters and common areas are built within one main 
structure shown above. 



Chumbe Island Coral Park, Zanzibar, Tanzania

www.chumbeisland.com

Approximately 90% of Chumbe Island is covered by one of the last remaining   ▪
 pristine ‘coral rag’ forests in Zanzibar. The Government of Zanzibar declared it a  
 closed forest in 1994, and the management was entrusted to Chumbe Island   
 Coral Park Ltd. (CHICOP). 

CHICOP is a non-profit organization and is financially self-sustaining through    ▪
 tours, accommodations and education programs 

The entire Island is a park reserve and protects an important marine reserve with   ▪
 over 200 species of coral and 400 species of fish. The 118 acre forest and coral  
 park are studied and protected by a local ranger team.  Scientific research has  
 shown that the park is protecting and regenerating the area’s natural resources.  

In addition to eco-tourism CHICOP provides educational programs and teacher   ▪
 training to schools in Zanzibar. The 2005-2006 academic year had over 350   
 students and 50 teachers in attendance. 

Activities are all eco-tourism based including naturalist tours of the forests, coast,   ▪
 and corals, as well as scuba diving, snorkeling and swimming.  Chumbe also   
 has a protected lighthouse, built in 1904, and a Mosque built in the early   
 1900s which are often toured. 

Eco-bungalows are built on a cistern foundation for rainwater harvesting; there is   ▪
 no fresh groundwater available on the Island. 

Eco-bungalows are constructed from mostly local materials and contain locally   ▪
 crafted furniture 

Solar hot water heaters and solar PV systems are utilized for hot water and electricity  ▪
(operations continued during the 2009-2010 3 month blackout in Zanzibar). Solar 
power torches are used at night instead of ground lighting to protect the habitat of 
nocturnal creatures. 
Composting toilets are used throughout the lodge and bungalows, gray water is   ▪

 utilized in gardens. 
There are 7 Bungalows provided for accommodation which range from $250-   ▪

 $270 per person per night. Rates are all inclusive for food (except alcohol), tours,  
 activities and transport to the island. 
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The 118 acre forest and coral park preserve is sustained by recreation and environmentally 
based tourism and the 7 island bungalows shown above. 

Eco-bungalows are built up on cistern bases 
with the landscape and are constructed with 
local materials. 

Eco-bungalows are set back from the coast 
with views of the water through adjacent veg-
etation. 

The mission of Chumbe Island Coral Park Ltd. 
is equally based on preservation and environ-
mental education for children and training for 
adults. Tourism helps to sustain preservation, 
research and educational programs.  Please note:  International precedents should be understood as examples selected for their 

topical relevance, innovation, site specificity, and successful track record- not as specific 
recommendations for Eleuthera. Building materials, building types and technologies suitable 
for other projects may or may not be appropriate for Eleuthera. 



THE LIGHTHOUSE POINT COMMUNITIES

Gateway Communities 

The communities of Wemyss Bight and Millars are ‘gateways’ to the Lighthouse 
Point Area. There are numerous opportunities for both of these local communities 
to benefit from sustainable development and preservation within the Lighthouse 
Point Area. Both communities consider Lighthouse Point as ‘sacred land’. Each 
community is well acquainted with the beaches, woodlands, trails and nature of the 
Lighthouse Point Area.  This is where they celebrate weddings and where families go 
for special occasions and recreation. Accordingly, these communities have a vested 
interest in the long-term sustainability of the Lighthouse Point Area and its ability to 
help develop the local economy through small business enterprises and employment 
with lasting value. 
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Wemyss Bight

Wemyss Bight is perfectly located to provide amenities for visitors whose destination 
is Lighthouse Point. It can serve as a host community for those visitors, providing 
lodging and food. There is a potential for small gardens to produce locally grown 
vegetables as well as supplying chicken and fish for small restaurants and market 
stands. If part of Lighthouse Point becomes a preserve there are many job 
opportunities for the community including park rangers, trail guides, transportation 
to the preserve, naturalists and land maintenance, among many. Davis Harbour 
offers the closest dockage for private boats for marine visitors to reach Lighthouse 
Point.  Locating an artists and artisans residency program in Wemyss Bight that 
offers studio space, workshop areas and living quarters could also be a part of a 
larger South Eleuthera residency partnership including academic institutions in the 
US and internationally.  An Island Heritage Trail would promote Wemyss Bight and 
the Lighthouse Point Area as one of the most important Island destinations on a trail 
that reaches from the northernmost area to the southernmost area of Eleuthera.  Any 
of these programs may present opportunities for local small business enterprises.

LIGHTHOUSE POINT 
A CASE FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

Detail map based on the 2005 EDAW Master 
Plan Island Map. 

Underutilized buildings in Wemyss Bight have 
potential as studio space, workshop areas and 
living quarters that could be a part of a larger 
South Eleuthera residency partnership. 

Strengthening connections with 
new programs and sustainable 
development at Lighthouse 
Point will inevitably rely on and 
benefit the nearby settlements 
of Millars and Wemyss Bight.  



Millars

Millars has similar potential for addressing the needs of visitors and residency 
programs. The range of opportunities for food production, services and business 
development described for Wemyss Bight is comparable to Millars, except that 
Millars is smaller with a total population of approximately 60 people. However, 
unlike Wemyss Bight, Millars is located close to Princess Cays, an island landing 
for cruise ship passengers. Currently the Princess Cays tour bus bypasses the 
local community, Millars, and takes the bus tour passengers to communities north 
of Millars, stopping at arranged points of interest as far as Tarpum Bay. This is a 
missed opportunity for Millars, as cultural resources such as the Millars Plantation 
and the ruins of Bannerman Town should be highlighted heritage destinations. (The 
tour service is considering alternative heritage tours that would include these sites.) 
The Bannerman Town ruins include a series of old homes, a church, grave sites and 
a large cistern.  More ruins including additional grave sites are said to exist within the 
dense coppice, some in an area known locally as Criggley Hill. The following section 
of this report includes a more detailed description of the Millars Plantation and its 
potential as a significant heritage site.

Millars is also the closest settlement within the Lighthouse Point Area and therefore 
is the most appropriate place for more infrastructure dependant development. Millars, 
and its immediate surrounding area may be able to support residential and small 
cottage hotel development. While water resources and waste management would 
need to be evaluated, the basics of energy infrastructure, roads, and services are 
available within Millars. Millars could also benefit from building upon the sustainable 
development models to create housing and rentals with greater amenities, such as 
salt water pools, while retaining the essential green development characteristics. 
These units would share similar building and maintenance requirements and would 
therefore help to develop a local sustainable building type and the associated skilled 
labor and business enterprises to develop this model elsewhere on Eleuthera. 
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Economic Development Opportunities 
for the Lighthouse Point Communities

Construction, maintenance, and operations services for sustainable   ▪
 development including hospitality services

Heritage tourism guides, operators and archeology support  ▪
Skilled small scale sustainable construction and maintenance businesses   ▪

 could be established
Restaurants and food services (i.e. catering for Lighthouse Point events,   ▪

 with environmental guidelines for transport, waste, etc...)
Regional market for farm goods and fisheries ▪
Small scale lodging or second homes  ▪
Preservation management services for Lighthouse Point including park   ▪

 rangers, trail guides, transportation to the park, naturalists, land and trail  
 maintenance, bike / kayak / snorkeling rentals, recreational instructors,  
 camping supplies and facility operations

A detail of ruins within Millars Planation, more 
information on Millars Planation can be found 
on the following page. 

A detail of color siding in Millars. 

Lighthouse Point could become a recreational 
destination for sports such as kiteboarding 
(shown above), benefiting nearby communities 
with a constant source of tourists that will need 
food, lodging and rental equipment.  



THE LIGHTHOUSE POINT COMMUNITIES

MILLARS PLANTATION 
AND THE BANNERMAN TOWN RUINS  

The Millars Plantation 

Secondary sources indicate that the Millars Plantation was owned by brother and 
sister, Robert and Anne Millar. They may have been Loyalists who arrived in The 
Bahamas with their slaves in the late 18th century after the American Revolutionary 
War, although their death dates are a little late for first generation Loyalists.  
Supposedly their tombs (which are inscribed) are on the property. Robert died on 
January 21,1845 and Anne in 1871. Oral histories conducted by Carmelina Dean-
Burrows in 1990 with elderly members of the local population indicated that slaves 
on the plantation included Ann Millar (obviously named for the owner) and her son, 
Jack Millar, Luke Delancy, Thomas McKinney, Charlot McKinney, Israel Delancy, 
Grace McKinney, Isaac Millar, and Milo Bulter. If true, the identification of Milo Butler 
is extremely important because he would have been the grandfather of the first 
Bahamian governor general of The Bahamas, Sir Milo Butler. This recognition gives 
the place national, rather than just local importance. Two other facts of importance 
were revealed by the local informants.  First, the land was called “Nanny Millar Land 
or Aunty Millar Land.”  These terms of endearment for the plantation owner suggest 
that Anne was the more important owner and a narrative about her life could be 
included in any interpretation. It was also indicated in the oral histories that when 
Anne granted freedom to Thomas McKinney, he turned the church into a school 
during week days so that the children of the freed slaves had the opportunity for an 
education. 
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Ruins and Historic Graffiti

On a physical level Millars Planation is extraordinary. First it is important to remember 
that what has remained are the substantial buildings. These structures, made of 
unshaped stones set in lime mortar, called tabby, were most probably either planters’ 
houses or economically important storage/work buildings. The slave house would 
more likely have been constructed of wood or thatch. In particular, the large building 
with the “ship graffiti” is important both for its size and for this important artifact. Grace 
Turner has written about ship graffiti elsewhere in The Bahamas. She includes in her 
research 13 sites on 7 islands (there are approximately 100 examples throughout 
the Caribbean) but the Millars Plantation example is not listed. It is unknown if this 
is because it has not yet been documented. Turner suggests that these works were 
most often created by people of African heritage and were site specific. Although the 
aesthetics of the drawing are not as important as their location, it would be critical 
to analyze the ship style in an effort to date the drawing. This feature may also 
prove to be the link between the plantation site and the lighthouse. If the graffiti, as 
Turner suggests, represents wrecking activity in the area and what was stored in this 
building, it might be one clue as to why a lighthouse was needed.

LIGHTHOUSE POINT 
A CASE FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

Above, some of the ruins within Millars Planta-
tion are in remarkably good condition compared 
to other similar sites within the Caribbean. Re-
search and field studies would need to be con-
ducted to uncover more about the history of the 
site.   

‘Ship graffiti’ can be made out on one of the 
walls within the Millars Plantation ruins. The 
wall should be protected and further studied 
for insights into the history of the place and the 
people who lived there.  



Artifacts

A short pedestrian surface survey of the Millars Plantation area indicates that the site 
is rich with evidence of the material culture of the place. Although some of the artifacts 
photographed were from the Plantation Period (1780s to 1830s), a consultation with 
archaeologist Bob Carr indicates that there are also many items that are later. This 
is particularly true of the glass fragments on the site which represent gin bottles that 
date up to 1905 and beer bottles from the 1880s. Rather than being a complication 
for interpretation, however, this wide range of dates adds to the value of the site. 
It shows the post- slavery industrial expansion and adaptation of the plantation by 
African Bahamians. 

Interpretation and Heritage Site Designation

To really interpret the Millars Plantation ruins both archival research and archaeologi-
cal investigations would be necessary. It is clear however that Millars Plantation is 
one of the most important 18th/19th century places on Eleuthera. 

The Millars Plantation ruins and Old Bannerman Town sites have previously 
been identified in the 2005 EDAW Eleuthera Master Plan which pointed out that 
approximately one quarter of a mile from Princess Cays, an opportunity existed 
to supplement beach activities with heritage tourism. Although the 2005 report 
referenced a “park and recreational concepts” report from the Antiquities, Monuments 
and Museums Corporation called “Interpretive Plan for Bannerman Town,” it has been 
difficult to obtain. The full extent of the historical resources in Old Bannerman Town 
will require more research. 

Several Bahamians noted Clifton Cay Heritage Park in New Providence as an exam-
ple of a Bahamian cultural and environmental resource threatened by development. 
The 208 acre Clifton Cay Plantation ruins date from the 1780’s, and while a direct 
comparison between the Clifton Cay and the Millars Plantations cannot be made at 
this time, it seems possible that the Millars Plantation may have a similar cultural 
and historical value. News reports from 2005 and 2006 suggest the development of 
Clifton Cay was stopped by public protest and the land was ultimately purchased and 
preserved by the Bahamian Government for $18M.

Heritage Park 

The Millars Plantation, the Old Bannerman Town Ruins, and the lighthouse may be 
linked as a part of an integrated Heritage Park with multiple tour and interpretive 
opportunities. The preservation and interpretation of these resources is important 
for Bahamian culture and educating future generations about the rich cultural history 
of The Bahamas. The Heritage Park would also be linked programmatically with  
preservation initiatives at Lighthouse Point, creating additional revenue for each 
venue as well as sharing resources such as marketing and maintenance facilities. 
The potential for combined heritage and environmental tourism is compounded by 
the proximity of Princess Cays which brings hundreds of thousands of tourists within 
a few miles of these sites.
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“There is a lot of undocumented history here. . . a lot of older 
people are dying and it will be lost. A 95 year old man just 
recently died” 

“Teach children about heritage and keep [our] culture alive!”
Artifacts found at the Millars Planation and 
photo documented. Some of the artifacts are 
dated from the Plantation Period (1780s to 
1830s).  

Ruins from the Clifton Cay Heritage Park Pla-
nation date from the 1780’s, similar to the dates 
of some artifacts found at the Millars Planta-
tion. The Clifton Cay ruins were purchased 
and preserved by the Bahamian Government 
in 2006.   

The Sacred Women, sculptures by Antonius 
Roberts at Clifton Cay Heritage Park. The 
sculptures are carved out of existing in-ground 
Casuarina trees. According to the artist the 
piece is both a historical memorial and a way 
to promote “conservation, preservation and 
transformation of our environment.”



APPENDIX A
ADDITIONAL SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT PRECEDENTS
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Hotel Higgins, Stocking Island, Exuma, The Bahamas
www.higginslanding.com
 

In operation since 1995  ▪
No utilities, first solar PV array established in The Bahamas  ▪
No septic, first composting toilets in The Bahamas  ▪
No roads, access by boat only  ▪
Fresh water cisterns  ▪
All work by hand, no major equipment used, 3 years of gradual construction ▪
Access to blue holes, boating, kayaking, hiking, fishing, shelling and mangroves  ▪
12 guest maximum, $465 for single cottage for 2 with fixed menu ▪

Please note:  International prec-
edents should be understood as 
examples selected for their topi-
cal relevance, innovation, site 
specificity, and successful track 
record- not as specific recom-
mendations for Eleuthera. Build-
ing materials, building types and 
technologies suitable for other 
projects may or may not be ap-
propriate for Eleuthera. 

Mt Victory Camp, St Croix, The US Virgin Islands
www.mtvictorycamp.com

Raised tent platform structures and bungalows constructed from locally harvested    ▪
 felled (or dying) trees

Hill / mountain setting near beach  ▪
Fully operational vegetable and herb farm utilizes plant association pest control,    ▪

 crop rotations, mulching, terracing and composting; the farm also has 250 fruit trees   
 and a small lumber mill

A focus on locally grown / raised food, local cuisine and local entertainment  ▪
Passive solar hot water  ▪
Captive South American red-footed tortoises (Geocolonius denticultata) breeding program ▪
Hiking, horseback riding and naturalist tours (medicinal plants/ birding / agricultural) ▪
3 Tent Pavilions and 2 Bungalows, rates $75-$85 per 2 person accommodation ▪
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Tiamo, South Andros Island, The Bahamas
www.tiamoresorts.com

In operation since 2001 ▪
10 Cottages with wrap-around verandas, thatch roofs and built on stilts for natural ventilation  ▪
Solar pv / solar hot water  ▪
Take-way recycling ▪
Building materials include pine, reclaimed glass and driftwood ▪
Organic kitchen garden grows some fruit and vegetables, other produce sourced locally  ▪
Access to boating, kayaking, hiking and fishing ▪
Single cottage rates start at $895 per night, mostly inclusive ▪

Some of the sustainable aspects of this resort may or may not be in operation currently. 

Nihiwatu, Indonesia
www.nihiwatu.com

In operation since 1989, Nihiwatu is located in eastern Indonesia on 430 acres of land  ▪
including beaches, tropical forest, rice terraces and grasslands. Since 2005 Nihiwatu has 
won all major responsible tourism awards and is recognized as a world leader of responsible 
and environmental tourism
The resort is powered 100% with locally produced biofuel  ▪
The resort has a carbon offset program with over 64,000 trees planted to date ▪
The resort has hatched and released thousands of turtles, confiscated, rehabilitated and  ▪
released birds from trappers and has stopped slash and burn agriculture in the region
The resort raises organic poultry and vegetables for guests and staff and shares sustainable  ▪
farming techniques with farmers in the region
Nihiwatu established the Sumba Foundation in 2001 which has created 5 health clinics,  ▪
reduced regional Malaria infection rates by 85%, established more than 40 water wells and 
94 water stations, built 8 primary schools supplied with water, toilets, tables, chairs, library 
books and supplies and have enabled nearly 200 patients to receive life-changing surgery. 
There are now more than 20,000 people living in 400 villages within the region that have 
directly benefited from the Foundation. 
The resort has 7 bungalows, 2 villas, and 1 large guest compound; rates for these  ▪
accommodations range from $250 to $400 per person per night, and is mostly inclusive. 
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Please note:  International precedents should be understood as examples selected for their topical relevance, 
innovation, site specificity, and successful track record- not as specific recommendations for Eleuthera. Building 
materials, building types and technologies suitable for other projects may or may not be appropriate for Eleuthera. 

Soneva Gili, Resorts by Six Senses, The Maldives
www.sixsenses.com/soneva-gili 

Since 2005 the resort has purchased forestry carbon offsets and has supported a large wind turbine  ▪
project in India for carbon offsets. In 2008 a 2% carbon tax was implemented to direct more funds to 
carbon offsets. 
Battery powered golf carts and bicycles are the primary forms of transport on the islands  ▪
In 2006 a heat recovery system was implemented to connect excess heat from generators to create hot  ▪
water and reduce energy consumption by boilers. 
Over water construction methods were designed to minimize footprint. Over water jetties and utilities  ▪
were designed to minimize the impact on the natural flow of water and sediment around the island. 
Seawalls were removed from the island and thousands of trees were planted to restore the islands  ▪
natural edge (in the Maldives land may be more ecologically valuable than open saltwater flats). 
Use of recycled teak, FSC certified wood, and locally crafted furniture ▪
A focus on passive ventilation and energy efficient design are used to minimize the need for AC ▪
Purchasing focuses on waste reduction through bulk orders and reusable containers, and all food waste  ▪
is composted, glass waste is crushed and recycled for sand and construction materials 
Reverse Osmosis is utilized for fresh water, combined with the waste water system for energy recovery  ▪
to reduce overall energy consumption. A number of measures have also been taken to reduce 
consumption. 
A package plant treats all waste water and is fed into the island’s aquifer. Gray water is used for  ▪
landscaping.  
.5% of annual revenue (around $80,000 a year) goes to local and global community and environmentally  ▪
based projects, some projects include children’s education, clean up programs, computer access and 
reforestation 
A ‘little green book’ is provided for each resort documenting the social and environmental programs of  ▪
each resort, local wildlife and actions guests can take to reduce their environmental footprint 
Vegetable, fruit tree and herb gardens supply food, other food is sourced as organic and fair trade when  ▪
possible
A range of rooms, options and packages typically cost $1,000 - $1,500 per night ▪

APPENDIX A
ADDITIONAL SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT PRECEDENTS
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3 Rivers Dominica, Rosalie Forest Eco Lodge, Dominica 
3riversdominica.com

Built in 2002 on an old 6.5 acre banana plantation, all employees are local  ▪
The small development protects 150 acres of associated private rainforest ▪
Solar PV, solar hot water, wind, and micro-hydro utilized on site ▪
The lodge has organic vegetable gardens, fruit tree groves and an indigenous tree    ▪

 preservation and planting program 
All waste is composted, some composting toilets are in use  ▪
Created local laundry business and internet café, created local library for left-over guests   ▪

 books, donated and maintains computers for nearby schools  
Environmental education workshops and training, free tours for all Dominica school groups ▪
Tree houses and small cottages range from $40-$88 per two person accommodation ▪

Hapuku Lodge & Tree Houses, Kaikoura, New Zealand
www.hapukulodge.com

In 2002 Kaikoura as a township was the first local authority in the world  to become a Green   ▪
 Globe certified community; most of the lodges were a part of this effort

The Hapuku Lodge has a tree planting program and as of 2008 has planted over 11,500 native   ▪
 New Zealand trees for habitat creation and carbon offsets

75% of all food served at the lodge is sourced locally. An on site kitchen garden produces   ▪
 organic vegetables and herbs; organic food is purchased when available

The lodge reduces, recycles and composts with the goal of creating a zero waste community ▪
Tree houses are constructed from sustainably sourced lumber and salvaged timbers ▪
All units have significant insulation, double glazed windows and energy efficient fire places ▪
Furniture for the lodge was locally crafted  ▪
Tree houses are built 30 ft above grade to allow for panoramic views of the water - in particular   ▪

 for whale watching 
The whole peninsula of Kaikoura is known for eco-tourism including whale watching, sea   ▪

 kayaking, hiking, diving, rafting and tours of Maori cultural and historical sites
Tree House accommodations costs $370 to $730 depending on room /suite type ▪
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A SHARED VISION FOR SOUTH ELEUTHERA

PROJECT CONTACT: 
 
Shaun D. Ingraham
President and CEO, Island Journeys
Tarpum Bay
Eleuthera, Bahamas
Ph 242-334-4578 Fx 242-334-4511 242-470-8880
Email Shaundonavon@yahoo.com
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Founding Friends of Lighthouse Point: 

Karla Cosgriff, Managing Director, Cape Eleuthera Institute |  Marjie Findlay, Director, Non-profit Scholarship Fund, Cotton Bay  |  Geoffrey 
T. Freeman Architect, Cotton Bay  |  Ethan H. Freid, Ph.D., Botanist  |  Shaun D. Ingraham, President and CEO, Island Journeys  |  
Dr. Henry Jordan, Chairman Emeritus, National Trust for Historic Preservation, Cotton Bay  |  Chris Maxey, Director, Cape Eleuthera 
Foundation, Founder, Cape Eleuthera Island School  |  Eleanor Phillips, Director, The Nature Conservancy - Northern Caribbean Program  
|  Graham Siener, Director of Technology and Special Projects, Cape Eleuthera Institute  |  Edith Widder, Ph.D., Co-founder, President and 
Senior Scientist, Ocean Research and Conservation Association 
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